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WORKSHOP INTRODUCTION

Michael A. Scott

The United States aviation industry is undergoing a major upheaval, one of

the major causes of which is the shift from a military oriented cold war economy

to the new reality of global economic warfare. No matter which markets the

aviation industry decides to pursue they must approach the design problem

using a systems viewpoint. From the beginning of the design cycle this

approach requires designers from all disciplines, manufacturers, users, and

regulators to communicate in a meaningful manner so that novel concepts target

a real need or problem in an economically viable manner. Once a concept and a

problem match, communication must continue so time and money are not wasted

on unusual or novel concepts that will not be viable.

A key component of the air transportation equation is system capacity. The

NASA Langley Research Center Aerodynamics Technical committee identified

this as a significant problem that would perhaps benefit from a systemic

approach that included advanced aerodynamic concepts. The committee hosted

a workshop entitled "Potential Impacts of Advanced Aerodynamic Technology on

Air Transportation System Productivity," that began with an overview of the

problem and some general directions or concepts to solve the problems by

Dennis Bushnell. This was followed by Eugene Covert who presented a

summary of the findings by the Committee on Aeronautical Technologies, the

Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board, the Commission on Engineering and

Technical Systems, of the National Research Council. These presentations

provided an overview of the current situation and a set of actions that need to be

taken. A compilation of the comments by both speakers follows with copies of

selected view graphs used in their presentations included at the end.

The air system capacity problem is being addressed in the near term with

solutions primarily of an electronic nature. The problems to be addressed are

not limited to simply moving more people and cargo through an airport in less

time. Problems such as safety, maintainability, operator cost(both direct and

indirect), user cost, user satisfaction, profitability, legal liability, and

environmental issues(nois_pollution as well as chemical) are among the major

factors affecting air system capacity. Some of these problems can be solved by

technical innovations but others are system related and must be addressed by



changes to the system as a whole. For those problems appropriate for

technological innovation the longer term more ambitious solutions would

combine aerodynamic and other technologies with electronic advances. The

aerodynamic solutions include the use of flow/separation control, laminar flow

control, vortex instability/excitation, among others with an ultimate goal of near

bird-like all weather flight.

Many flow control techniques and other advanced aerodynamic

technologies have been developed for use with military aircraft. All weather,

high speed, and highly maneuverable flight are among the problems that have

been addressed for fighter aircraft. If the level of effort and expertise needed to

solve these problems was focused on the problems with the air transportation

system of the United States new and innovative solutions could be found.

The existing air system is good but not perfect. One problem of the current

system is perception, the system is perceived to be worse than it is in actuality.

The systemic problems are in some cases societal in nature. A good example of

a societal problem is the "cradle to grave" legal liabilities imposed on

manufacturers. There are reforms proposed to address this issue such as the

15 year liability limit and torte reform in general. These solutions will help but

may not completely solve the problem. A skilled lawyer is capable of convincing

a jury that a crash caused by pilot error, poor maintenance, or other non-design

issue is really a design problem inherent for a particular aircraft. This is

especially true with higher performance/wider operating envelope aircraft that

require a greater degree ofpilot training and proficiency. The advent of GPS

and differential GPS presents many opportunities for system improvement. Air

traffic management can be more precise, completely automated landings

become more feasible, and the navigation portion of private pilot training less

critical since it will be easy to determine your location simply by reading a non-

complicated display from a single instrument.

Once it becomes feasible for more people to safely fly small aircraft,

problems such as aircraft spacing into and out of airports becomes more critical.

The wake vortex hazard presented by current large aircraft may increase

significantly with the 600 passenger and larger aircraft currently envisioned. If

the vortexes can be prevented or reduced by flow/separation control techniques

or the lifetime of a particular vortex can be shortened by excitation of vortex

instability it may be possible to fly these new larger aircraft closer together than

is presently possible. If these and other technologies are then applied to noise

2



pollution problems one of the major restrictions on air traffic at many airports

could be reduced or eliminated. If aircraft can fly more hours per day the

utilization rate increases and makes both personal and cargo transportation

more profitable.

Current conventional aircraft have a lift-to-drag ratio(L/D) ranging from 19 to

about 23. Concepts have been proposed for many years that have LID ratios

that could go as high as 70 or more. These concepts and others need to be

examined from both an aerodynamic and an operational perspective. The

perfect aircraft for cruise conditions that can not land or that people can not

board is useless, these types of real world aspects must be examined from the

beginning.

Other examples of problems both technical and non-technical abound. For

the airline industry, the high percentage of direct operating costs(DOC) solely

due to the capital investment in each aircraft needs to be worked. For pilots in

modern aircraft the computer is very helpful during cruise but according to some

reports automation may actually increase the workload during the most critical

time of a flight, take off and landing. For manufacturers the cost of advanced

materials are high furthermore many very good materials are not practical for

use due to problems with joints, fittings, and attachments. The "giggle factor"

problem must also be addressed. People will have to be educated about any

truly new and unusual aircraft design before it is fully operational. This must be

a cooperative effort among manufacturers, airlines, and the government.

If a true multi-discipline approach is used and the various groups cooperate

many things maybe possible. In particular, it may be possible using these or

other approaches to do simultaneous multiple takeoffs and landings on a single

runway. Another possibility is a clean, quiet, much higher efficiency, and

affordable aircraft which is optimized simultaneously for among other metrics,

cruise and terminal area operations. This type of research is long term and high

risk, however, the potential returns are great. The problems are many, but so

are the potential solutions.
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AERONAUTICAL

FOR THE

TWENTY- FIRST

TECHNOLOGY

CENTURY

A SHORT SUMMARY

BY

EUGENE E. COVERT

T. W ILSON PROFESSOR OF AERONAUTICS

DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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ENV IRONMENTAL ISSUES

General Recommendation:

NASA, the U.S. aircraft industry, and the FAA must work together to address

national and international environmental concerns both to help the United States

gain a competitive edge and to avoid increasing the adverse environmental effects of
aircrafton the ground and in flight.

Specific Recommendations:

I. Current and proposed research programs sponsored by NASA should be

continued to.enhance understanding of the impact of engine emissions on
atmospheric ozone.

It is imperative that improved modeling, data collection, and
verification of models of the chemistry and dynamics of the
troposphere also be included in NASA's long-term subsonic aircraft
program.

NASA is strongly encouraged to investigate worst-case scenarios for

stratospheric ozone depletion to establish a basis for reasonable

regulation aircraft emissions and to begin developing engineering
solutions.

To enable a successful commercial HSCT fleet, NASA must continue or

accelerate its current programs in advanced emission reduction

technology related to the chemistry and dynamics of the stratosphere.

2. NASA's aggressive "research and development program for aircraft noise

reduction must include HSCT jet engine noise suppression, subsonic engine
fan noise suppression, airframe noise reduction, and noise abatement
flightoperations.

3. NASA should continue its research and development program in sonic
boom reduction for HSCT.
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OPERATIONAL ISSUES

General Recommendation:

Coordinated activity should be undertakerl between NASA and the FAA to
significantly increase the capacity of the worldwide aviation system, beginning with
the U.S. domestic ATM system.

Specific Recommendations:

I. NASA should increase its current cooperative effort with the FAA, the

airlines, and aircraft manufacturers to bring about implementation of the
Global Positioning System (GPS) for use in the ATM system as soon as
possible.

2. NASA should focus its efforts, in cooperation with the FAA and industry, to
expedite

• full integration of on-board communication, navigation, and flight

management systems;

• control and standardization of software for both on-board and ground-

based computer systems;

development of a mission monitor to address any unacceptable

developments that occur on board the aircraft, in the satellite system, or
in the communication system, whether in flight or on the ground;

• development of a satellite communication system along with a global
infrastructure to ensure clear and redundant communications; and

• refinement of inertial navigational systems, including the use of fiber
optics.

29



BENEFITS OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT IN

AERODYNAMICS

Aircraft Operltlons

Reduced fuel consumption

Decreased cruise drag

Increased climb and descent lift-to-dragratios

Reduced takeoff and landing noise

Aircraft Design and Development

Shortened development cycle

Improved computational capabilities

Im proved testingfacilities

Technology validation
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BENEFITS OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

IN STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS

Aircraft Operations

Reduced cost

Reduced airframe and engine weight

Reduced maintenance requirements

Long-life materials

Design for maintenance

Enhanced safety
Predictable material fatigue
"Smart structures"

Aircraft and Engine Design and Development

Shortened development cycle
Improved computational capabilities for materials and structures
Improved testing facilities for materials and structures

Technology validation
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AVIONICS AND CONTROLS

General Recom mendatJon:

NASA should play a major role in the deve|opment and validation of the key
technologies in avionics and control, including system development and integration,
simulator and/or experimental flight validation, and serving in a technical advisory
capacity for industry and other agencies of the government.

Specific Reco m mend ations:

1. NASA should enhance its current efforts, in conjunction with the FAA,
academia, and industry, to produce advances in:

• flight path management;
• pilot/vehicle interface (i.e., establish

this area);
• avionics and controls integration;
• control function applications; and

• aircraft power and actuation.

a cognitive engineering effort in
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BENEFITS OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT IN

AVIONICS AND CONTROLS

Aircraft Operations

Enhanced functionality
Engine control
Aerodynamic actuator control
Greater situational awareness

Sm aller crew

Enhanced safety
Reliable au-tomated systems
Enhanced corn munication

On-board position determination/collision avoidance
On-board flight path management
On-board health monitoring

Enhanced controllability and maneuverability

Aircraft Design and Development

Integrated system s

Technology validation
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Air Transportation System Efficiency
Issues and Currently Envisioned Solutions

C. Cruz

The goal of the initial session of this year's workshop was to identify the
issues which adversely affect the efficiency ol_ the current U.S. air

transportation system. The session was highlighted by the presentations of
four expert speakers:

Dr. Robert Simpson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Mr. Edward Harris (Federal Aviation Administration)

Mr. Edwin .Thomas (United Airlines)

Mr. Jack Hatfield (NASA)

Since each of these four speakers works in a different (although admittedly
not sheltered) sector of the nation's air transportation system, they
provided valuable insight into the shortcomings of the system. Technical,
social, economic, environmental, and legal issues were all laid on the table,
both for up-front discussions and for future reference by speakers in
subsequent sessions. A fifth speaker, representing the airport operators'
views, was scheduled to participate but was forced to withdraw at the last
minute due to unforeseen circumstances.

Systems Analysis

Dr. Robert Simpson has spent several years analyzing air transportation
from the systems point of view. Dr. Simpson is a professor of aeronautics
and astronautics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where he also
serves as the Director of the Flight Transportation Laboratory. He
received his Ph.D. from MIT via a Slater Fellowship in Air

Transportation, and is a world-recognized expert in air transportation
systems, with a special emphasis on new technologies developed to increase

the efficiency of air transportation systems. His research and analysis has
covered not only U.S. systems, but also those found in many European and
Asian countries.

PAGE BLAN_ NOT F_LMEID
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Dr. Simpson began his presentation by stressing the importance of using a
system approach in trying to improve air transportation system efficiency
through the use of advanced aerodynamic technologies. The four areas
which he felt needed to be addressed directly were (1) the vehicles, (2) the
infrastructure, (3) the airports, and (4) air traffic control. He pointed out
that significant improvements in the vehicle h_d been accomplished over
the past 10-15 years, including increased fuel efficiency (as measured by
gallons/seat-mile) and noise reduction. He stated, however, that the current
infrastructure severely restricted the use of efficient aircraft. A point of
major concern appears to be the lack of airports, due in a large part to the
public's perception that airport operations are always characterized by
unacceptable noise levels. Dr. Simpson reminded the workshop
participants that the last major runway completed in the U.S was the
Dallas-Ft. Worth airport (in 1964). He also stated the Munich airport took
approximately 32 years to complete. Pacific rim countries, in contrast to
the U.S. and Europe, are building a number of new airports. These
airports are often built on swamps or islands, are connected to the
"mainland" by bridges and tunnels, and bring with them such increased
commerce that they often find small cities developing in close proximity to
the new airports. Dr. Simpson stated that in the U.S., politics (i.e.,
perceived noise problems) often stop the planning and construction of new
airports. He further stated that the last time he traveled from Boston to
Chicago, it took him 2 hours and 5 minutes to fly from Boston to Chicago,
and 2 hours and 25 minutes to drive from O'Hare to his motel. He

proposed that the best place to put an airport in the Chicago area would be
5 miles out into Lake Michigan connected to the city by a tunnel.

Dr. Simpson next addregsed the problems which are directly related to air
traffic control. The limiting factor of the current system, he stated, is the

number of approach operations per hour, which is currently a function of
the weather. He stated that the current "hub" approach used by today's
airlines is a direct result of FAA regulations. For example, up to 50
approach operations might be scheduled over a period of only 45 minutes,
followed by a 30 minute break, and then a rush to get those same 50
airplanes back off the ground. Dr. Simpson indicated that because of
deregulation, several airlines schedule high density approach times which
actually overlap those of other airlines, and a view from FAA computers
screens which track incoming aircraft often looks like a swarm of locusts

descending on a city. He further pointed out that, at the Dallas-Ft. Worth

airport, as many as 100 landings per hour are scheduled at an airport
which has a maximum capacity of only 80 landings per hour.
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Dr. Simpson stated that air traffic controllers are often forced to attempt to
do the impossible, trying to juggle preferred routings and miles-in-trail
requirements while keeping the airplanes on schedule. In closing, he stated
several areas in which aerodynamic technology could contribute greatly to
increased system efficiency. First, he indicated the need for higher
approach capacities, in particular through the "performance of two near-

simultaneous landings on the same runway (currently a single runway can
be used for simultaneous landing and take-off). Second, he stressed the
need to address the noise level on take-off (engine noise) and approach
noise. He reminded the workshop of the importance of noise reduction; in
fact, he stated that a number of people world-wide had been killed in riots

over airport openings. He then moved on to reiterate the need to develop
a device to generate wake vortex instability, in an attempt to ensure that
the vortex breaks jap within a mile aft of the aircraft. Finally, he indicated
the growing need for a short-haul VSTOL aircraft.

FAA Perspective

Mr. Edward Harris is the Director of Systems Capacity and Requirements
for the Federal Aviation Administration. His experience includes that of a
naval aviator, an air traffic controller, and the Director of the FAA

Technical Center in Atlantic City. He holds a pilot's license for several
classes of aircraft, including a helicopter pilot's license.

Mr. Harris began by characterizing the duties of today's air traffic control

managers as "coping with the day's activities with the hand you're dealt".
He stated that there are currently 664 certified airports in the U.S., 52 of
which are considered major airports, and 35 of which have a significant
impact of the performance of the overall air transportation system. He
indicated that 62 of the 100 largest airports in the U.S. currently are
planning/building runway additions and/or extensions. He also stated that

the FAA was currently researching new methods of routing, sectorization,

stratification, and multiple approach paths in an effort the increase system
efficiency. Mr. Harris presented statistics which showed that the number
of delays (15 minutes or longer) has decreased from 337,700 in 1988 to

280,800 in 1993. The nature of the delays has also changed. In 1984, for
example, the number of delays in the air were approximately equal to the
number of delays on the ground. Today, however, the delays are restricted
to the terminal area, whenever possible.

Mr. Harris stated that the U.S. is not going to buildmany new airports
the foreseeable future, and that it currently takes 5-8 years to get a new
runway in place at a n existing airport. He also echoed Dr. Simpson's

in
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sentiments concerning the political obstacles which fight airport
construction (both new airports and the expansion of current airports).
The only alternative, he stated, is to make better use of existing concrete.
One possibility is to utilize abandoned military bases. Another approach
would be to develop ways to put more airplanes in the same space with
greater safety. Mr. Harris mentioned wake vortices as a major problem -
FAA regulations require 5 miles or 3 minutes between take-offs, and any
runways within 2500 ft. of each other are considered the same runway for
wake vortex avoidance purposes. He stated the need to increase the number
of optimum altitudes, to improve the speed range of existing aircraft (as
most of the planes flying in 2010 are out there today),iagility on
landing, to reduce airframe/engine noise, and to optimize airframe
geometry. Stating these needs in different words, he indicated that the U.S.
needed (1) large capacity aircraft that take up little space, (2) fast aircraft
that can fly slowly, (3) efficient aircraft at less efficient altitudes, and (4)
powerful aircraft that operate quietly.

Airline Operator's Perspective

Mr. Edwin Thomas serves United Airlines both as a DC-10 flight officer
and as the Flight Systems Program Manager in the Flight Operations
Division. His responsibilities include the coordination of the development
of new equipment and procedures (i.e., operations, flight tests, research,
and development) for current and future UAL fleets. Mr. Thomas has

extensive experience in flight systems, flying quality, and human factors
development and testing. He received his B.S. in engineering sciences from
the United States Air Force Academy and his M.S. in aeronautics and
astronautics from Purdue University. He is a graduate of the USAF test
pilot school and a member of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots.

Mr. Thomas specified four items which he felt were required to increases
the efficiency of the U.S. transportation system, namely:

(1) more autonomy

(2) less restrictions

(3) minimum delays

(4) equivalent safety
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He felt that all four of these could be accomplished if the airlines were
allowed to fly "free flight" trajectories. These trajectories would be
characterized by dynamic flight planning, optimum wind routes, cruise
climb, optimum descent, and company input to priorities and delays. He
was quick to point out the quantitative effects of the inefficiencies in the
current U.S. air transportation system, as outlfned by acting FAA
administrator Del Balzo in April 1993:

• one major carrier lost $300 million in 1992 due to system delays

• the system experienced 8.5 million minutes of inflight or taxi
delay

• 14 thousand hours of delay were experienced at the departure
gate

• $108 million was lost due to altitude and speed restrictions and
inefficient routings

Mr. Thomas indicated that there were several systems that were currently
being developed or evaluated for development which would facilitate "free
flight trajectory" planning, including the Aeronautical Telecommunications
Network (ATN), the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS),
Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS), and Air Traffic Management
(ATM). He stated that the development of these systems (and related
research) should provide solutions to six needs which are currently vital to
a highly efficient air transportation system in the United States:

(1) conflict probe to identify need for restriction of avoidance
maneuver

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

resolution algorithm and guidance

wake vortex detection and avoidance

dynamic flight planning software

better wind model or far-field wind sensor

ability to sense and avoid turbulence and hail (not just rain)
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Terminal Area Productivity - NASA Perspective

Mr. Jack Hatfield began his NASA career in 1960, shortly after receiving
his B.S. in electrical engineering from the University of Virginia. Mr.
Hatfield has performed graduate work in physics and electronics at both the
University of Virginia and at the College of William and Mary. His early
research at NASA was in the field of communications theory. He has
performed extensive research in the area of advanced cockpit technology
and related human factors issues. As head of the Cockpit Technology
Branch, he is responsible for leading the low-visibility landing and surface
operations element of the Terminal Area Productivity Program (TAPP)
and the synthetic vision research portion of the Phase II Flight Deck
Systems Program of the NASA's High-Speed Research effort.

Mr. Hatfield opened by stating that a major goal of the TAPP is to achieve
clear weather capacity in instrument weather conditions. NASA's hopes to
meet this goal by using airborne and ground-based technology to increase
capacity (while maintaining safety standards) by reducing separation
requirements. As previous speakers had noted, Mr. Hatfield indicated that
approximately two-thirds of the top 100 U.S. airports are attempting to
construct new runways. He then stated that, while more runways per
airport is one part of the solution, increasing the number of landings per
runway is vital to improving terminal area productivity. He noted that
today's aircraft "in trail" standards do not account for the physical
behavior of vortices and that gaps due to light aircraft trailing heavier
aircraft are large contributors to inefficiency.

Mr. Hatfield then commended the FAA for pushing the development of the
infrastructure which will be needed to accomplish increased productivity,
including a telecommunications network, a differential GPS satellite

system, automation systems, and an integrated terminal weather system. He
then outlined NASA's approach to reducing aircraft separation
requirements : (1) modification of existing miles in trail standards, (2)
development of new lateral spacing standards, and (3) development of a
new flight management system. Mr. Hatfield then indicated that NASA
would also continue to support CTAS development, automation aids to
improve landing frequency, simulation techniques, and flight tests - all in
an effort to produce a efficient system for air traffic management. Mr.
Hatfield cited technologies such as electronic maps, synthetic vision, and
satellite-based navigation as indicative of systems which need to be

developed to achieve higher productivity goals by the end of this century.
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Session II "Advanced Aerodynamic Configurations and
Their Integration into the Airport Environment"

by S. J. Morris

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has recently

been directed (references 1 and 2) to "focus on expanding high-speed and

subsonic research directly related to civil aviation .... " One of the questions that

could arise from this effort is: Is there a new aircraft configuration which could

enhance the productivity of the air transportation system? In other words, is

there an aircraft configuration that could do for the present air transportation

market what the original Boeing 707 (the so-called Dash 80) did to the air

transportation market of the early 1960's. This new configuration, if it exists,

should fit into existing airports and require a minimum of changes in the present

system infrastructure.

Recently (June 1993), a workshop was held at the NASA Langley

Research Center to explore possible new commercial aircraft configurations and

other questions. A very select group of distinguished scientist and engineers

were invited to give summary presentations in their various fields of expertise.

The individuals selected to present papers in this session were Tom Gregory of

NASA Ames, who discussed the oblique wing supersonic concept, John

McMasters of The Boeing Company, who discussed advanced subsonic aircraft,

Robert Liebeck of the McDonnell Douglas Company, who also discussed

advanced subsonic aircraft, and Neil Driver (NASA Langley retired) of Eagle

Engineering, who discussed advanced supersonic aircraft. Fabio Goldschmied

(retired) and Jan Rosham (University of Kansas) were also invited but were

unable to attend. The focus of all of these presentations was a search to identify

any new commercial aircraft configuration which could revolutionize the

passenger aircraft market. Most of the material in this summary was taken from

these presentations (references 4, 5, 6, and 7).

The possible benefits of such a configuration can be seen in figure 1,

which is derived from information taken from reference 3. Figure 1 shows the

estimated fare in dollars per passenger nautical mile for a conceptual model of

an existing 412-passenger transport (labeled "existing" in the figure), an
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advanced all-turbulent conceptual aircraft with an increased aspect-ratio wing

and a capacity of 800 passengers, an advanced laminar flow conceptual aircraft

with an 800-passenger payload, and a very-advanced flying wing-body

conceptual aircraft also with an 800-passenger payload. The net fare reduction

potential is about 45 percent. This is a very substa.ntial benefit if it can be

achieved in an aircraft which is operational practical and acceptable to the

passenger and to the environment. The purpose of this chapter is to examine

some alternative subsonic and supersonic commercial aircraft configurations

which might provide some benefits over existing configurations and to document

what is known about these configurations. The reader should be warned that

some of these configurations are very novel and many have unique problems

and/or operational characteristics. These configurations are not offered as

solutions to the challenges of designing a replacement for the modem

commercial transport, but as a menu of possible configurations which need

future consideration.

SUBSONIC AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

A very interesting study of possible alternate configurations for subsonic

commercial aircraft is presented in references 3 and 4. This study methodically

examines the benefits of various degrees of advanced technologies. The

technologies are identified in figure 2 which is taken from reference 3. These

potential technical improvements are quantified according to the projected

benefit available from each technical area. For example, the projected benefits

are 35 precent improvement in the cruise lift-to-drag ratio, 40 percent in cruise

specific fuel consumption (SFC), 20 percent in the weight of the propulsion

system, 40 percent improvement in the structural weight of the aircraft, and from

10 percent to 50 percent improvement in the weight of the various systems.

These projected improvements are remarkable because as shown in figure 3,

there has been only a 15 percent improvement in the aerodynamics (cruise

Mach times lift-to-drag ratio) of modern subsonic transport aircraft compared

with the 1950's Boeing 707 designs. The parameter chosen for comparison is

the product of the Mach number times the lift-to-drag ratio. If the cruise lift-to-

drag ratio had been compared alone, the improvement would have been even

smaller. This is somewhat of an unfair comparison, since some of the
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aerodynamic benefits (i. e. the new supercritical wing designs) that could have
been used to improve the cruise lift-to-drag ratio were often used to thicken the

wing, which would reduce the aircraft's structural weight and thus improve the

load carrying characteristics of the aircraft. The reader should note, however,

that references 3 and 4 presents concepts which offer large potential
improvements projected for modern subsonic transport aircraft. However, the

economic, operational, and environmental acceptability of these improvements
must be demonstrated before they will be accepted into the airline's fleets.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the McDonnell Douglas (M/D) DC-10 and the

MD-11, which has a somewhat improved engine and a significantly improved lift-

to-drag ratio. The fuel burned per seat is reduced by 33 percent and the cruise

lift-to-drag ratio is improved by 27 percent (from 14.2 to 18.1). Figure 5

compares the MD-11 with the Super Stretch Advanced Derivative (AD)

configuration, which has a passenger capacity of 368 passengers compared with
the MD-11 capacity of 293 passengers. The AD also has an improved wing with

an increased aspect ratio (the AD's aspect ratio = 11 versus an aspect ratio of

7.5 for the MD-11). The AD has a projected lift-to-drag ratio of 21.2 without

laminar flow or riblets and 24 with them. The projected fuel burned per seat is

reduced by 23 percent for the AD compared with the MD-11. Figure 6 compares
the Super Stretch Advanced Derivative (AD) with the so-called Synergistic

Technology Transport (STT), which represents an accumulation of all of the

available technologies which can be incorporated in a conventional planform

configuration. The SIF has an improved engine, a new wing with an aspect

ratio of 17.5 and a vastly reduced overall empty weight. The fuel burned per

seat is reduced by 68 percent when compared with an AD configuration without

laminar flow or riblets. Finally, figure 7 compares the effect of a completely new
configuration. In figure 7, a radically new Blended Wing-Body (BWB)

configuration is compared with the more conventional planform, equivalent

technology, STT configuration. The BWB configuration offers a projected cruise
lift-to-drag ratio of up to 33.3 compared with 23.1 for the much more

conventional, but still very technologically-advanced STT configuration. The fuel
burned per seat is improved by about 25.7 percent for the BWB compared with

the STT. Currently, NASA is funding a more in-depth look at the advantages

and disadvantages of these configurations. It should be clear that significant
improvements can be made over the existing commercial aircraft now in the
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airlines' fleets. The airlines must be convinced that they can make a profit on

these proposed aircraft if these new designs are ever to reach production.

A cross section of an 800-passenger conventional aircraft (figure 8) is

shown in figure 9. An isometric of a comparable 8b0-passenger Blended Wing

Body (BWB) is shown in figure 10. The cross section of this BWB configuration

is shown in figure 11. The characteristics of a slightly different (more recent)

version of the 800-passenger BWB configuration is summarized in figure 12.

Work is continuing on these designs at the present time.

There are other alternative solutions to the search for a new configuration

for a revolutionary new subsonic commercial transport. The fact that there may

be more than one solution for this design problem should be no surprise, since it

is well documented that two very different solutions to the same aircraft design

problem has occurred in the past. In fact, figure 13 (reference 5) demonstrates

that the Boeing B-47 and the AVRO Vulcan B2 are very different solutions to a

similar demand for a medium bomber. Note the take-off gross weights were

almost the same, but the configurations were completely different. Both these

aircraft performed the mission very competently. The conventional solution to a

new design problem is to "evolve" the new aircraft from an existing configuration.

This process is illustrated in figure 14 (reference 5). In this figure, the process of

developing a 600+-passenger aircraft from an existing Boeing 747-400 design is

demonstrated. This is a very conservative approach and is not to be ignored.

The results of this process are illustrated in figure 15. Note that the new

conceptual has a full-twin deck fuselage, an increased wing span, and larger

engines. An alternate approach using the wing airfoil technology illustrated in

figure 15 is also possible. The proposed wing technology would allow a much

thicker wing (by using boundary layer control) at the same cruise Mach Number.

In other words, this technology would allow thicker wings by delaying the drag

divergence for these wings. This technology could allow a thick wing with a

reduced sweepback which would allow a design approach as illustrated in figure

16. The resulting configuration and the design process are shown in figures 17

and 18. This novel aircraft configuration, which is sized for 600 to 800

passengers, could offer a viable alternative to the more conventional

configuration shown in figure 15. One of the concerns with the configuration

shown in figures 17 and 18 is the 300-foot wing span, which could create landing
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and take-off problems at some airports. An alternative configuration which offers

a solution to this concern can be developed from the wing configuration

information shown in figure 19. This figure (reference 5) presents a summary of

the "induced drag efficiency factor" or Oswald's wing efficiency factor for many

different and novel wing designs. This demonstrates that a significant reduction

in induced drag could (perhaps) be achieved for a novel new approach to the

wing layout. An argument comparing the results of this approach and a more

conventional approach is illustrated in figure 20. The resulting configurations are

illustrated in figure 21 and the features for the very innovative new configuration

is illustrated in figures 22 and 23. The culmination of this process could produce

the huge aircraft shown in figure 24, which could hypothetically carry 1250

passengers. This gtgantic aircraft is configured to land on water to avoid the

rather obvious problems with a conventional airPort landing/takeoff.

Many other subsonic commercial aircraft configurations have been

proposed in the past. Some of these alternative configurations are illustrated in

figure 25 from reference 8. The spanloader configurations deserve special

mention because of the attention they received in the CLASS studies (references

8 and 9) of the late 1970's and early 1980's (see figures 25 and 26). Finally the

Russians have studied large subsonic aircraft in depth and are currently

operating the largest subsonic aircraft in the world: the An-225 "Mriya"

(reference 10) which has a gross weight of 1,322,750 pounds and a maximum

payload of 551,150 pounds.(figure 27). Another Russian conceptual cargo

aircraft design, which is also shown in reference 11, is illustrated as figure 28.

This novel aircraft which features a removable pod to enhance cargo-handling is

designed to carry a payload of 1,100,000 pounds. This conceptual aircraft has a

wing span of 400 feet, a wing area of 19,500 square feet, and a gross weight of

2,866,000 pounds.

The conclusion that the reader could reach from the above information is

that there are many novel subsonic configurations, which offer the potential of

revolutionary changes in subsonic commercial aircraft. For example the

potential improvement in lift-to-drag ratio of the configurations presented in

reference 3 are summarized in figure 29. This demonstrates a potential

doubling, and more of this critical measure of aerodynamic efficiency is available
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if the marketplace demands the effort. In our present world the marketplace is

"King".

SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

A survey of possible new commercial aircraft configurations cannot be

complete without the inclusion of the proposed new concepts for a new

supersonic commercial aircraft. NASA has studied possible supersonic

commercial aircraft configurations for many years and, of course, the British and

the French have developed and operated the technically brilliant "Concorde."

This aircraft (figure 30) should stand as a baseline for comparison with any

suggested new configuration. NASA has done a very exhaustive study of

various supersonic planforms, which is summarized in reference 12. This

reference, along with reference 13, gives an excellent overview of the past

NASA efforts. NASA is presently pursuing a modern supersonic commercial

design effort in cooperation with Boeing and McDonnell Douglas. A status report

on this effort was recently presented at an AIAA Aircraft Design Conference

(August 1993) in Monterey, California (reference 14). The reader should also be

aware of the political and environmental factors that have influenced this

program in the past and which are well documented in reference 15. A summary

of the various planforms examined by NASA is shown as figure 31, which is

taken from reference 12. Many of these configurations were tested in the wind

tunnels. The Boeing 2707-200 of 1966-vintage is shown in figure 32, and 1971-

vintage Boeing 2707-300 is shown in figure 33. Note the 2707-300 no longer

has the variable-sweep wings of the 2707-200. The logic behind the change in

planform is well documented in reference 13. More recent studies, sponsored

by NASA, have attempted to improve on the Boeing 2707-300. For example,

figure 34 taken from reference 12 shows a 1975-vintage configuration (called

the MDC-AST), which was suggested by McDonnell Douglas. The configuration

is compared with the Boeing 2707-300. One measure of the goodness of a

supersonic configuration is the cruise lift-to-drag ratio of the configuration. A

study, summarized in reference 16, has attempted to present a roadmap of the

achieved lift-to-drag ratio of several supersonic aircraft configurations (some of

which are conceptual and some represent existing hardware) and to quote some

proposed goals. The result of this effort is shown as figure 35. The Concorde,
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as shown in this figure, has a lift-to-drag ratio at the Mach 2 cruise condition of

about 7.3. The B-70, at its Mach 3 cruise condition, had a lift-to-drag ratio of

about 7 and the YF-12 had a lift-to-drag ratio, at cruise Mach numbers above

3.0, of about 6.9. Two proposed lines of cruise lift-to-drag ratio versus Mach
number are presented in this figure as "goals" or challenges for future research

and an area of results from some "good" paper studies is also shown in this

figure. The reader should be warned that the "goal" constraints are very

subjective and somewhat controversial.

There have been other planform designs suggested for efficient

supersonic cruise, including the very novel oblique-wing studies (see reference

17, for example). The lift-to-drag ratio versus Mach number shown in figure 36

demonstrates the motivation for this work, and the oblique-wing test vehicle

shown in figure 37 demonstrates the degree to which this planform has been

studied. Typical conceptual designs using this technology are shown as figures

38, 39 and 40, which are taken from the presentations by Tom Gregory and Neil

Driver (references 6 and 7).

Finally it may be useful to mention the designs which have been

suggested for a sub-scale research vehicle which could perhaps serve a dual

purpose of first performing a proof of concept research vehicle for the future

supersonic transport and secondly perhaps serve as a prototype for a modern

supersonic business jet aircraft. One of the proposed conceptual research

aircraft is shown in figure 41. The goal of this prototype research vehicle would

be to develop an advanced supersonic transport which might have the

characteristics shown in figure 42. This vehicle could offer formidable

competition to long-range subsonic aircraft.
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Boeing Model 747-400

225 ft, 2 in

231 ft, 10.25 in

64 Figure 15. Results of The Evolutionary Approach To Aircraft Design.
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A NEW LARGE SUBSONIC COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT PLANE?

(Greater than 600 passenger capacity)

/ 1 "Possible new configuration paradigm?
(Unique to this class of airplane)

Based on 707/747 configurationparadigm?

- Active controls/control configurated vehicles

- Composite structures

- Advanced manufacturing techniques

i_illlh/Qdd_ Wt polmt_d

o.le akfd

=- -I:
- 747

mile 0.110 - ,
Wrng quww chcxd ewem

Taxiway limits
- Runway limits
- Gate limits
- Community noise
- Wake vortices
- Material size/availability
- Emergency evacuation

BUT:

- Laminar flow control becomes

more attractive for large, long-
range airplanes

- Griffith.Goldschmied airfoil
- Slotted cruise airfoils

- Hybrid laminar flow control
- Composite structures

(anisotropic materials)
- Active controls

(Fly-by-wire, fly-by-light)
- Very high bypass ratio, very

high thrust turbofan engines
(GE g0, etc.)

- B-2 bomber experience
demonstrates feasibility of an
all-wing configuration

- CFD tools available to deal with

complex configurations, non-
planar wings, complex
aeroelastics, etc.- Large wing size for given

thickness/chord ratio yields wing
approaching passenger height
in absolute thickness

UT AIRPORT CONSTRAI_

GE AIRPLANE WANTS TO BE A )
SPAN-LOADER .j'

(A "FLYING WING")

- A "wing" is easier to laminarize than a fuselage

- Conventional fuselage wetted area can be traded for wing area:

• increases chord

• increases thickness

• prov es space for passengers seated
laterally rather than vertically (multi-decks)

• may ease emergency evacuation

• requires less powerful high-lift system

- reduces airframe noise ,k
- reduces cost to manufacture -_

and maintain

BUT:

Using conventional technology the wing becomes very large
in both span and chord

- Violates all airport constraints, even with large
foldable wing-tips

- Suffers from same wingskin limits as current NLA
if metal structure used.

66 Figure 17. Some Design Concerns.



Hybrid laminar
flow control B 747-XL

Concept Study

MTOW: 1,400,000 Ibs.

Wing span:

Wing area:

Aspect ratio:

Passengers:

Features:

300 ft (170 ft. folded)

9,000 ft (trap)

10

600-800 (50 abreast seating)

• Griffith/Goldschmied airfoil inboard

• Hybrid Laminar flow control (with
Krueger bug shield leading edge high-
lift device

• Flat panel, multi-panoramic view/
enterlainment system interior

• Largely composite structures
• 4x95,000 lb. thrust very high

by-pass ratio turbofan engines

Griffith/Goldschmied
airfoil inboard

From the desk of John McMasters December 1991

Figure 18. Alternate Design Which Could Solve The Concerns Of Figure 17. 6"/
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J A NEW LARGE SUBSONIC COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT PLANE? ](Greater than 600 passenger capacity) I
Based on 707/747 configuration paradigm? Possible new configuration paradigm?

(Unique to this class of airplane)

• ' ' aidoil

Taxiway limits
Runway limits
Gata limits

Community noise
Wake vortices

Material size/availability

Emergency evacuation

BUT:
• Laminar flow control becomes

more attractive for large, long-

range airplanes

- Large wing size for given

thickness/chord ratio yields wing
approaching passenger height
in absolute thickness

Cross-section Configuration Comparison

700

600

5OO

Passengers, 400
mixed class

300

200

100

0

@
NLA

_ 747

A

767 L'_ DC-10, L1011

- oc.,

0 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20

Tourist seats abreast

Bu=ineu clml=

Aleut MaDonnell Boem o

A330 DouoIium 777

MD.11

- Hybrid laminar flow control

- Composite structures

(anisotropic materials)
- Active controls

(Fly-by-wire, fly-by-light)
- Very high bypass ratio, very

high thrust turbofan engines
(GE 90, etc.)

- B-2 bomber experience

demonstrates feasibility of an
aJl-wing configuration

- CFD tools available to deal with

complex configurations, non-
p_anar wings, complex
aaroalastics, etc.

MS OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES./

Large 3-Surface

Spanloadar Configuration

Figure 20. Comparison Of The Different Approaches To Aircraft Design. 69
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Emergency evacuation

Slides useable in all landinggear conditions

Inflatable escape device automatically deployed
and inflated upon opening door

Businessclass

Airbus McDonnell Boeing
A330 Douglas 777

MD-11

1100"

36-abreast Tourist

Suc
sudace

Figure 23. Additional Features For The More Radical Configuration.
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Wing Span: 400 ft.

Wing Area: 0.65 acres

Max Take-off Wt.: 2,547,000 Ibs.

Power: 6 x GE 150 Turbofans

(@ 151,000 Ibs. thrust each)

Passengers: 1,250

Crew: 40

I _ I
0 50 100
Scale (ft.)

waterline

\

Boeing Model 747-400

g.
...... O...... 6.................. g

waterline

Figure 24. Alternative Configurations.
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208 ft

252 ft

248 ft

223 ft
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Figure 25. Typical Spanloader Configurations.
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TOGW 2,354,000 lb.

OEW 687,936 lb.

Wing area 26,933 ft 2

Aspect ratio (EFF) 7.73

Sweep 30 °

t/c 0.19

Cruise Mach 0.78

Engines BPR 9.5

SLST 93,000 lb.

Figure 26. An Additional Spanloader Concept.
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Aerodynamic Technologies for Enhanced Runway Efficiency

by

James F. Campbell

New aerodynamic technologies are needed to improve .the take-off, landing, and cruise perfor-

mance for the next generation of subsonic and supersonic advanced transport aircraft. Technology
developments are required to increase L/D and maximum lift, evaluate flow control concepts, re-

duce and eliminate the wake vortex hazard, provide propulsion integration options, and develop
more capabrilies for design tradeoffs with structures, propulsion, noise and emissions studies. The
six presentations in this session provide a sample of advanced aerodynamic studies that can address

some of the issues of this complicated aerodynamic environment, and suggests many opportunities
for applications. The titles of the talks and the speakers were:

"High Lift/Drag-Due-to-Lift Reduction" by Dennis Bushnell, NASA Langley Research Center.

"Wake Vortex Minimization" by George Greene, NASA Langley Research Center.

"Stability of Lofigituttinal Vortices" by Mehdi Khorrami, High Technology Corporation.

"Oscillatory Blowing, A Tool to Delay Boundary Layer Separation" by Israel Wygnanski,
University of Arizona.

"Circulation Control Technology for Application to Advanced Transport Aircraft" by Robert J.
Englar, Georgia Tech Research Institute.

"Airfoil Static-Pressure Thrust: Quiet and Power-Efficient AircraftPropulsion" by Fabio Gold-
schmied, Consulting Engineer.

The principle points covered in each talk are summarized and a sample of the figures is presented.

High Lift/Drag-Due-to-Lift Reduction ... Bushnell:

Bushnell reviewed technologies that could impact the high lift and drag-due-to-lift aerodynamics

for new transport aircraft. This effort was undertaken because of the critical need to increase CLmax
and L/D characteristics for advanced CTOL and high-speed transports at take off and landing.

He noted that high lift was the principle issue for the design of an advanced CTOL aircraft in a

new NASA program. The objectives of high-lift research, shown in figure 1, were to have simpler

high-lift systems with higher CLmax and L/D. The impact of improved high-lift technologies would
allow reduced engine thrust during takeoff and lower approach speeds during landing, which would

lower sideline and community noise. Additional impacts would result in smaller wing area and

less-complex flap elements, which could lower wing weight, increase aspect ratio, and increase

wing loading. He showed that Airbus had been successful at meeting this objective; it achieved a

higher lift using single-slotted trailing-edge flaps than most transports obtained using double- and
triple-slotted flaps.

Bushnell observed that while high-lift technologies were developed for military applications,
there is a need to better exploit these advances for civilian transport systems. He used the

Circulation Control Wing concept as an example of generating transport high lift, where it's
application may reduce part count, system weight, and wake vortex hazard.

Technology advances in areas like flow separation control can lead to significant payoffs for new

CTOL aircraft, particularly for maximum lift. Bushnell suggested that it was important to pursue
technologies to control flow separation, such as low-profile vortex generators for high-lift three

element airfoils. Flow separation control concepts arereviewed in reference 1, and longitudinal
vortex control techniques in reference 2.

A variety of techniques for reducing drag-due-to lift were presented which included, modifying

the planar and non-planar vortex sheets, extracting energy or thrust from the tip vortex, altering
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the wing tip boundary condition, eliminating the wing tips, and improving propulsion integration.

He commented that some of these should be evaluated for their beneficial effects on reducing wake
vortex hazard.

Wake Vortex Minimization ... Greene:

Greene gave a review of wake vortex minimization efforts. This work was presented because of

the need to reduce the adverse effects of an airplane wake as a hazard to following aircraft, which

dictated spacing at airports.

Greene stated that considerable research was undertaken in the 1970's to help reduce the

adverse effects of an airplane wake, but that the assumptions in this early research were that

maximum vortex velocities were associated with the wake hazard without concern for the whole

vorticity throughout the flow field. Since then, an improved understanding has emerged to show the

powerful effect inboard vortices have on the primary (tip) vortex, and the importance of atmospheric

coupling. Both of these _ffects, illustrated in figure 2, were important factors for minimizing the

influence of the wake; one was concerned with minimizing the effects of vorticity generated at

the wing trailing edge, and the other with designing the wake to couple with the atmosphere

more quickly. He noted that the potential benefits of applying this new knowledge were a design

with reduced vortex strength, increased vortex core diameter, enhanced coupling to atmospheric

turbulence, and early initiation of crow instability, all of which were safer for following aircraft.

Greene made several observations concerning atmospheric coupling. It generally did not matter

what kind of airplane you had, the vortex lifetime was determined by the interaction with the

atmosphere and the ground. In addition, the calculations showed that the interaction was a function

of both atmospheric and aircraft parameters, and because of this the atmospheric coupling may

produce non-intuitive results. Small amounts of turbulence caused the wake to decay much quicker;

however, large airplanes couple more slowly with the atmosphere because their vortices last longer

and are stronger, so that super-heavy airplanes will still have vortex hazard. Some of these points
can be found in reference 3.

Stability of Longitudinal Vortices ... Khorrami:

Khorrami presented a study on the stability of longitudinal vortices. This work was motivated

by the need to destabilize and breakup the highly stable trailing line vortices generated by

large commercial aircraft that created a wake hazard for following aircraft, which reduced flight
frequencies at major airports.

Mean velocity components from a Batchelor vortex were used to perform a viscous linear stability

analysis of a trailing line vortex, from which two new viscous instability modes were identified, one

axisymmetric and the other asymmetric. In addition, he found that these viscous disturbances

were long-wave instabilities with maximum growth rates which were substantially smaller than the

inviscid modes, and that these occurred over wide range of wavelengths and Reynolds numbers.

Khorrami wanted to determine velocity profiles that were the most destabilizing, so he applied

his stability analysis to multiple cell vortices, where he found that their growth rates for unstable

disturbances were substantially greater than those of single cell vortices. A sample calculation

shown in figure 3 is a plot of growth rate of the unstable axisymmetric disturbances as a function
of wavenumber for a two cell vortex.

The results this study suggested that the key to controlling the break up and dissipation of

an airplane's trailing vortices was to induce at least a two cell structure in them, and that the

axisymmetric instability mode was the most likely to succeed. The desired velocity distribution
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might be achieved by using blowing or suction to alter axial velocity component near the wing tip.
The results have been published in references 4 and 5.

Oscillatory Blowing, A Tool to Delay Boundary Layer Separation ... Wygnanski:

Wygnanski presented a study on the effects of oscillatory blowing as a means to delay boundary

layer separation. This research was undertaken because of the need to develop boundary layer

control concepts that prevent flow separation from transport wings at high lift conditions.

The effects of oscillatory blowing of two thin two-dimensional wall jets were investigated with

one slot located at the leading-edge and the other at the flap shoulder located at 75% of the chord.

Experiments were carried out on a hollow, NACA 0015 airfoil having a trailing-edge flap deflectable

to 40 ° . The steady blowing momentum coefficients could be varied independently of the amplitudes
and frequencies of the superimposed oscillations.

A sample result of the effect of trailing-edge blowing on lift and drag is shown in figure 4 for

20 ° flap defelection. Oscillatory blowing achieved the same lift increase and drag reductions as

steady blowing (no oscillations) at considerably lower values of jet momentum. Similar results

were obtained with 40 ° flap defelection. Surface pressures and velocity measurements over the flap

region demonstrated that the flow was attached. Wygnanski suggested that a physical mechanism

appeared to be that oscillatory blowing enhanced the momentum transport of coherent structures

through the wall jet which invigorated fluid near the surface.

In a further experiment Wygnanski showed that oscillatory blowing from the airfoil leading-edge

was not as effective as the same blowing applied to the flap shoulder. The results of blowing at the
trailing-edge flap shoulder are published in reference 6.

Circulation Control Technology for Application to Advanced Transport Aircraft ... Englar:

Englar described an investigation to apply Circulation Control technology to advanced transport

aircraft. This research effort was undertaken because of the need to develop new high-lift systems

that create the same or higher lift with fewer parts, than current multi-element mechanical high-lift
airfoils.

Englar showed that the Circulation Control Wing (CCW) concept had been developed through

prior tunnel and flight studies and showed sigificant payoffs for high lift generation with few

parts. However, in order to take maximum advantage of pnematic benefits, some specific transport

application-related issues had to addressed, such as being able to vary airfoil geometry between high

lift cruise. As part of the current research program, an advanced dual-radius CCW configuration

was developed and tested in GTRI Model Test Facility Research Wind Tunnel. In order to delay

leading-edge stall onset at the high-lift condition, Englar selected leading-edge blowing instead of

a krueger flap, and used Navier Stokes equations to computationallly evualate CCW airfoil designs

and capabilities. Experimental lift values were obtained approaching 8.0 at zero incidence.

To evaluate the effects of applying the CCW characteristics to a subsonic commericial transport

aircraft, Englar used a B737 whose baseline geometry and aerodynamic characteristics were from

a wind tunnel study. The sketch in figure 5 shows the mechanical wing flaps that can be replaced

with a 0 to 3 parts per wing for dual-slot CCW, which represented a reduction in complexity. In

addition, lift increased more than a factor of three for the 737/CCW at the highest blowing rate.

He showed that the lift and drag characteristics for the CCW resulted in significant performance

benefits, one of which was improved takeoff and landing performance. For example, the 737/CCW

provided greatly reduced takeoff and landing speeds and distances, reduced noise footprint in

the terminal area, and produced steeper climbout and approach paths due to short and landing
capability. Results of this study are published in reference 7.
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Airfoil Static-Pressur, e Thrust: Quiet and Power-Efficient Aircraft Propulsion ... Goldschmied:

Goldschmied presented the concept of airfoil static pressure thrust to achieve efficient thick

wings aerodynamics. This research was undertaken because of the need to develop boundary layer
control concepts that prevent flow separation from thick transport wings.

He evaluated the use of suction slots to keep flow attached on upper-surface and rear of thick

airfoils, and reported on a flight test program performed on a 31.5% thick GLAS II laminar flow

airfoil, shown in figure 6. The experiment achieved an L/D ratio of about 46 over wide range of
lift values. He described that the axial static pressure force on a subsonic airfoil was the difference

between wake-drag and skin-friction drag. For conventional airfoils this force was a drag, opposing

the flight motion; however, with boundary-layer control this force coulld be transformed into a very
substantial thrust counteracting up to 90% of the skin-friction drag.

The wing technology appeared to offer about 25% drag reduction due to interactions between

aerodynamics and propulsion, especially for thick wings; he showed an application to a thick wing
spanloader configuration in the previous session. Results of this study are published in reference 8.

Concluding Remarks

A number of aerodynamic technologies were presented that offer the possibility of significant
improvements for advanced subsonic and supersonic transport aircraft. These include flow

separation control, laminar flow control, drag-due-to-lift reductions by a variety of techniques, wake

vortex minimization, tip vortex control and destabilization, oscillatory blowing to delay boundary
layer separation, circulation control for high lift and integrated control surfaces, and airfoil static
pressure thrust.

High-lift technologies have been developed for many years for military application; these need
to be better exploited for civilian transport systems.
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Aerodynamic Impact on Noise and Emissions

Session IV

Kenneth S. Brentner

Introduction

In the past, the aircraft noise and emissions were of secondary concern to the

aircraft designer. The primary responsibility for noise certification compliance fell on the

engine manufacturer. Treatments and fixes were added to the configuration to meet

noise criteria. Even though noise has typically not been considered seriously in the

initial design stages, figure 1 shows that considerable progress has been made in noise

reduction throughout the history of commercial aviation. Aircraft noise and emissions

reduction are stili extremely important for both certification and competitiveness. An

aircraft unhindered with operating restrictions or curfews is more productive since it can

be more fully utilized. With a projected doubling of air travel in the beginning of the next

century, the total noise exposure will rise even though individual aircraft may be quieter

than those in today's fleet. The effect of aircraft emissions may increase substantially

with this increase in air traffic. Hence aircraft noise and emissions will become an even

bigger concern than now.

1500 ft.
sideline EPNL Normalized to a total airplane

Turbojet sea level static trust of 100,000 Ibs.

120

t v¢-,o • ' iv oA Flrst-generat on

ACl.., Turbofan (BPR<2)

110 -,___,._r 737-1oo

___'_' • Second-generation

c.... ,,,lO--___tt_,_. Turbofan (BPR 2-5)

AMD82 A320-100_

DC10-40 • L 1011 81

I I " alA146-2oo I90
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Year

Figure 1. Progress in aircraft noise reduction. (Seiner)
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Advancedaerodynamicshavean importantrole to play in the necessaryreductionof

aircraft noise and aircraft emissions. Clearlyaerodynamicadvancescan be applied
directly in the developmentof new engine technology,resultingin quieter, more fuel
efficient,and cleanerburningengines. Yet evenlargergainsare possibleif the aircraft
designutilizesadvancedaerodynamicsdirectlyfor the_)urposeof noisereduction. One

way to do this is to trade some of the increasesin performancefor additionalnoise

reductions. Anotherway to reducenoiseexposureis to take advantageof flightpath

optimizationmade possible through robustaerodynamicsand "bird-like"flight. Many
opportunitiesfor acousticallyimprovedpropulsionintegrationand low noise airframe

design also exist in the unconventionalconfigurationspresented in this workshop.
These configurations have the potential for both large performance gains and
decreasednoise.

Forthis sessionsix speakerswhere invitedto discuss:1) the importanceand impact

of aircraft noise and emissions; 2) the role advanced aerodynamicscan play in
decreasing noise; and 3) the potential noise characteristicsof several of the

unconventionalconfigurationsthat have been proposed. A list of speakerstogether
with the section of this chapterassociatedwith their presentationis given in Table 1.

Speaker

DonaldWuebbles

Stephen
Hockaday

Affiliation

Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory

California Polytechnic State
University

Primary Section

Imoact of Aircraft Noise and

Emission_: Impact of Aircraft
Emissions

NASA Langley Research
Center

Imoact of Aircraft Noise an0
Emissions: Aircraft Noise Impact
on Productivity

Robert Lee General Electric Aircraft Aircraft Noise Problems and
Engines (retired) Oo0ortunities for th_ 21" Century

John Seiner NASA Langley Research Jet Noise Reduction
Center

Martin Fink Engineering Consultant Airframe Hiah-Lift Noise

Kevin Shepherd Aircraft Noise and Airport Capacity

Table 1. Speaker list for Session IV - Aerodynamic Impact on Noise and Emissions
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Eachof thesespeakersgave an excellentpresentationin their area of expertise. The

purpose of this chapter is to give a synopsisof the presentationstogether with the
associateddiscussions. A brief appendixwith a written version of the presentation

givenby MartinFinkwill followat theendof the chapter.

Impact of Aircraft Noise and Emissions

The importance of aircraft noise and emission reduction can only be understood

through a recognition of the impact of these undesirable byproducts of aircraft

operation. This understanding will help point to areas where advanced aerodynamics

can offer relief to these problems. This section will first consider the impact of aircraft

noise and then the effect of aircraft engine emissions on the environment.

Aircraft Noise |mp_lct on Productivity

Several groups are directly or indirectly impacted by aircraft noise. The most

obvious group affected directly by noise is the airport community. These people must

deal with aircraft noise on a daily basis and are the most vocal group objecting to both

daily operations and increases in operations. Residential property values in the airport

vicinity usually are decreased due to aircraft noise exposure. Local and national

governments provide regulations, monitor compliance, and certify aircraft in an attempt

to minimize the impact on the community, yet each of these activities has significant

costs. Governments also have the additional expense of legal fees associated with

defending regulations and prosecuting violators.

The airport sponsor incurs legal expenses related to aircraft noise as well, but there

are several other direct costs. Airport sponsors are also impacted by aircraft noise

through higher planning and construction costs, increased operational costs and delays

in airport improvement implementation. Few new major airports are envisioned even

though air traffic is expected to grow substantially. This is a direct result of community

opposition to aircraft noise. Even expansion of present airports can be difficult because

the airport communities resist any increase in noise exposure.

The impact on airlines is similar in many ways to that on airport sponsors. The

increase of stringent local noise regulations, nighttime curfews and noise budgets limit

the full utilization of the airline fleet. This loss of potential revenue is a cost that must

be added to the increased acquisition cost of quieter new aircraft and the expense of

retrofitting current aircraft to meet the newer standards. Airlines must also be

concerned that flight safety can be compromised to some extent during noise

abatement flight procedures. Aircraft manufacturers have increasing competitive

pressures to meet foreign noise restrictions while certification time and costs tend to be
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increasing. Finally, the traveling public must pay for many of these noise related

expenses through increased ticket costs, ticket taxes and surcharges, and less

convenient and less frequent flight times.

Clearly the costs directly or indirectly attributable to aircraft noise must be very large,

yet it is very difficult to quantify these costs. Professor Hockaday is attempting to

provide such a quantification in the near future. Never-the-less, as quieter aircraft and

flight operations are developed each of the affected groups will realize a benefit. In

fact, the feasibility and profitability of new aircraft will depend heavily on noise

reductions. Advanced aerodynamics can play a major role in reducing the aircraft
noise.

Impact of Aircraft Emissions

The first studies on the effects of aircraft emissions on the global atmosphere were

done in the early seventies. These studies focused on the impact that a fleet of

supersonic transport aircraft flying in the stratosphere would have on the ozone and

climate. Aircraft engine emissions from subsonic aircraft flying in the troposphere were

studied briefly in the mid-seventies but have been essentially ignored over the last 20

years.

Understanding the impact of emissions on the ozone is important since it is a key

absorber of ultraviolet radiation in the atmosphere. Ozone prevents biologically harmful

radiation from reaching the surface of the earth, thus a significant change in the amount

of stratospheric ozone can have an impact on people and the biosphere. Ozone is also

a greenhouse gas and as such can have an effect on the global climate. Ninety

percent of the ozone is in the stratosphere and the other ten percent of the ozone is in

the troposphere. The bottom line is that it is most desirable to keep as much ozone as

is possible in the stratosphere and have no significant increases in the troposphere (in

order to limit direct ozone contact with humans and the ecosystem).

Aircraft emissions tend to increase the tropospheric ozone and decrease the

stratospheric ozone. The magnitude of these effects is uncertain. The primary

emissions of concern are nitrogen oxides, NO x (both NO and NO2). Hydrogen oxides,

HO x (primarily in the stratosphere) and sulfur dioxide are also of some concern,

however, carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions are not thought to be very

important. Since 1990 a study of aircraft emissions has been underway to determine

what the emission goals for a high speed civil transport (HSCT) should be. It has been

estimated that the current subsonic fleet adds approximately 134 billion kilograms of

NO x per year to the troposphere. By the year 2015, it is projected that this will increase
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by a factor of 2 to 2.5 due to subsonic aircraft alone. The largest amounts of emissions

are found primarily in the northern hemisphere, mostly in North America, Europe and

the Middle East. These emissions are mostly in the upper troposphere with some

extension to the lower stratosphere.

Current aircraft technology HSCT engines operate with emission index of about 15

for NO x but advanced technology engines may bring the emission index as low as 5.

The emission index, El is the number of grams emission per kilogram of fuel burned.

HSCT aircraft will generally increase the emission, but their emissions will be primarily

in the stratosphere rather than the troposphere. Thus the NO x will react with oxygen

and hence cause a reduction in stratospheric ozone. Emission of NO x is significantly

less for a HSCT cruising at Mach 1.6 than for one that cruises at Mach 2.4. Studies

show that the effect _f a 594 aircraft , Mach 1.6 HSCT fleet will result in a .1 to -.2

percent average global change in ozone. For a 500 aircraft, Mach 2.4 HSCT fleet, the

global change in ozone will be on the order of -.2 to -.6 percent. These results are

based on a emission index of 5 and would be higher if this cannot be achieved. It is

unknown at this time what change will be acceptable to policy makers, but it is known

that a 1 percent reduction in ozone results in about 2 to 5 percent increase in the

detrimental effects of ultraviolet radiation - such as skin cancer, etc.

Very few calculations of the effect of subsonic aircraft have been done to date.

What is known however is that the largest subsonic aircraft emissions occur in the high

latitudes. There also are some indications, both from atmospheric measurements and

from models that current aircraft are having some effect on the upper tropospheric

ozone. Subsonic aircraft NO k emissions are expected to cause an increase in ozone,

while supersonic aircraft are expected to cause a decrease in ozone. Current models

show that the increase in ozone due to subsonic aircraft will compensate somewhat for

HSCT aircraft. Several uncertainties must be resolved in the current models before a

full understanding of the effect of aircraft is resolved, but current subsonic aircraft are

believed to be increasing tropospheric NO x by as much as 30 percent or more.

Aircraft Noise and Airport Capacity

Current aircraft noise certification requirements, which limit the noise levels of new

transport aircraft, allow heavier aircraft to generate higher noise levels. In contrast,

noise limits at some individual airports are independent of aircraft weight. Restrictions

which favor smaller, quieter aircraft prompt a question regarding the impact on capacity.

This section presents an analysis of the relationships between aircraft size, noise

levels, and the number of aircraft events and noise exposure. No attempt is made to
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address operational constraints and market forces which determine the fleet mix. This

section is a condensed version of reference 1.

Individual Airport Considerations

A relationship between aircraft size and aircraft noise can be inferred from the FAA

certification requirements for new aircraft (stage III). After some simplifying

assumptions, the relationship between aircraft weight and takeoff noise is found to be a

4 dB change per halving or doubling of the weight. Thus

Single event noise level L, dB o, 13.3 Ioglo (W),

where W = aircraft weight. For this analysis, the number of passengers passing
w

through an airport is used as a measure of airport utilization. Passenger payload as a

function of current aircraft size can be modeled as a linear regression of the aircraft

weight on the logarithm of the number of passengers. This yields the relation

(correlation coefficient = 0.955)

Ioglo (W) o_ 1.582 Iog_o (Pac),

where Pac = Number of passengers per aircraft.

Coupling this relationship to the 4 dB per doubling of aircraft weight shown above

leads to the conclusion that noise levels increase by 6.33 dB per doubling of passenger

payload:

L, dB o_21.04 Iog_o (Pac).

Noise exposure around airports is normally assessed by means of a metric based

upon the equal energy hypothesis. For example, a reduction of noise exposure by 3

dB may be achieved by reducing the level of each aircraft flyover by 3 dB or by halving

the number of flyovers. Thus for a given aircraft type, noise exposure increases 3 dB

for each doubling of the number of events.

Noise Exposure, dB o, L + 10 Ioglo (N)

where N = Number of aircraft events.
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Figure 2. Relative noise exposure as a function of number of aircraft and aircraft

passenger payload (Pac) for takeoff condition; dashed lines indicate contours of

constant numbers of passengers. (Shepherd)

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between relative noise exposure and the number

of aircraft events for various sizes of aircraft. The slope of the Pac curves is 3 dB per

doubling of the number of aircraft events, and the separation between the curves is

6.33 dB for each doubling of the number of passengers per aircraft. Also plotted in

figure 2 are curves showing the total passengers carried. It is now possible to examine

the effects on noise exposure of large numbers of small aircraft compared to small

numbers of larger aircraft. For example ten thousand passengers can be carried by 100

aircraft, each with a payload of 100 passengers, or by 25 aircraft each carrying 400

passengers. The use of the larger aircraft results in approximately 7 dB greater noise

exposure than that obtained from the more numerous small aircraft operations. It is

clear that, for any arbitrary number of passengers to be transported, the use of smaller

aircraft results in the least noise exposure for takeoff conditions. The noise exposure

for take-off is given by:

Noise exposure, dB o_ 10 Ioglo (N x Pac) + 11.04 Ioglo (Pac)
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where N x Pac is the total number of passengers. This expression indicates that noise

exposure increases by 3 dB for each doubling of passenger throughput, with a penalty

of 3.3 dB for each doubling of aircraft payload (passengers per aircraft).

The foregoing discussion was based on the aircraft noise certification requirements

at the centerline measurement point on takeoff. The allowable noise levels for the

approach condition are also weight dependent, without variations based on the number

of engines. A similar relation of noise exposure as a function of the number of noise

events for various aircraft sizes is shown for the approach condition in figure 3. For

approach conditions, the single event noise level increases 4.05 dB for each doubling

of the number of passengers per aircraft. Noise exposure as a function of the total

number of passengers and aircraft size can be expressed by:

Noise Exposure, dB o_10 Iog_o (N × Pac) + 2.24 Ioglo (Pac)

Hence for approach conditions, noise exposure increases 3 dB for each doubling of the

total number of passengers, with a penalty of 0.7 dB for each doubling of aircraft

payload. As was noted for the takeoff condition, the noise exposure is a minimum for

the smallest aircraft. However, the noise benefit resulting from the selection of small

aircraft is clearly far greater for takeoff conditions than for approach conditions.

It can, therefore, be concluded that noise exposure around an airport is minimized if

the passengers are carried by large numbers of small aircraft rather than small numbers

of large aircraft.

Total Air Transportation System Considerations

It can be argued that the foregoing analysis is legitimate when applied to an

individual airport, but takes no account of the longer ranges that the larger, noisier

aircraft are generally capable of flying. It seems reasonable that an aircraft having a

given passenger payload and range should be allowed to be noisier than one with the

same payload and half the range. The latter would require twice as many operations to

be equally productive, and thus should be 3 dB quieter in order to have equivalent

noise exposure. In this example noise exposure is used in a global sense, rather than

necessarily being applied to an individual airport. A linear regression of the logarithm of

current aircraft weight on the logarithm of passenger-miles (the product of aircraft range

and number of passengers) yields a slope of 0.795 (correlation coefficient = 0.982).

Iog_o (W) = 0.795 Ioglo (PMac)
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Figure 3. Relative noise exposure as a function of the number of aircraft and aircraft

passenger payload (Pac) for approach conditions; dashed lines indicate contours of

constant numbers of passengers. (Shepherd)

where PMac = Passenger-Miles per aircraft. When the above result is coupled with the

observation that noise on takeoff increases 4 dB per doubling of weight, it is concluded

that takeoff noise increases 3.18 dB per doubling of aircraft passenger-miles. Thus

L, dB = 10.57 Ioglo (PMac)

The effect of the number of aircraft events and the aircraft size (expressed in

passenger-miles) on noise exposure is illustrated in figure 4. It is clear that, in terms of

total system noise exposure on takeoff, there is a very minor incentive to operate

aircraft with the lowest passenger-miles. The curves of figure 4 are given by:

Noise exposure, dB 10 Ioglo ( PMac x N) + 0.57 Ioglo (PMac)

Thus, noise exposure increases 3 dB per doubling of the total number of passenger-

miles (PMac x N), with a penalty of 0.2 dB per doubling of passenger-miles per aircraft.

For approach conditions, noise increases 2.33 dB per doubling of aircraft weight.

When this is combined with the relationship between aircraft weight and aircraft
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passenger-miles, it is found that noise increases by 1.8 dB per doubling of passenger-

miles. Thus it turns out for approach, the total system noise is given by

Noise exposure, dB o_ 10 Ioglo (PMac x N) - 3.85 Ioglo(PMac )

and as illustrated in figure 5, the total system noise exposure is minimized by the use of

aircraft with the largest passenger-miles. Noise exposure increases 3 dB per doubling

of the total number of passenger miles, with a penalty of 1.2 dB per halving of

passenger-miles per aircraft.

When noise exposure throughout the air transportation system is considered, takeoff

noise is not affected by the size of aircraft used to transport a fixed number of

passengers a fixed number of miles. Noise exposure under approach conditions is

minimized if the passengers are carried by small numbers of large aircraft rather than

large numbers of small aircraft.

The Role of Advanced Technology

Growth of the air transportation system will undoubtedly require increased numbers

of aircraft operations at existing airports. If the fleet mix remains unchanged, noise

exposure will simply increase by 3 dB for each doubling of the number of operations.
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These conclusions are based on the assumption that the level of technology and the

relationships between aircraft noise, weight, range and payload remain unchanged.

Given a desire for greater air traffic and a desire for reduced airport noise exposure,

there is still a need for advances in source noise reduction, aerodynamic performance

and flight procedures to minimize noise reaching the ground. Advanced aerodynamic

and acoustic technology must be used to essentially change the slopes of the curves.

The noise penalty associated with larger aircraft is certainly undesirable from the

viewpoint of increasing airport capacity. Without significant source noise reductions

noise minimization then tends to even further exacerbate the capacity problem. Hence

the role of advanced aerodynamics and acoustic technology is to lead to advanced

(and possibly quite unconventional) aircraft designs which minimize or eliminate the

penalty associated with larger aircraft at individual airports.

Aircraft Noise Problems and Opportunities for the 21 Century

Now that the impact of acoustics and emissions has been clearly established and

the importance of the fleet mix has been considered, the next step is to examine the

noise challenges for the aircraft fleet in the next century. The current fleet of aircraft is

rapidly making the transition to an all stage III fleet, meaning that every aircraft must

meet the FAA noise regulations, FAR part 36, which will prohibit stage II aircraft from
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operating in the United States. This change is already resulting in a noise benefit,

which will be offset by the increase in the number of flights required to meet the

growing demand.

The Proper Target

What is an acceptable level of noise exposure? This question must be answered

before the challenges of noise reduction can be seriously addressed. While current

regulations give some guidelines, they are probably not the proper targets by which

aircraft should be designed for the year 2015. There are three criteria which we would

like new aircraft to meet. First, we would like to have a noise exposure of no more than

55 to 65 LDN to minimize the annoyance from aircraft noise. The LDN metric is an

average measure which takes into account both the level of noise from individual

events, the number of noise events and the frequency of the events. The EPA has

recommended that an noise exposure level of 65 LDN would probably be acceptable,

but this is probably the upper limit. Second, we want the single event exposure, which

is currently the basis for aircraft noise certification, to be at a sufficiently low level.

Washington National airport has had a nighttime curfew to protect the community from

sleep interference. This curfew limited operations above 72 dBA. Recently a very

thorough study has been completed in the United Kingdom which found that single

noise events which were below about 80 dBA were not much of a problem for sleep

interference. Hence a level of about 75 dBA, or the roughly equivalent level of 88

EPNdB should be a useful target. Finally, these targets need to be reduced by 5 to 10

dB for areas that have received little or no previous exposure, thus making the

challenge even greater.

The next question is "Will a fleet of stage III aircraft meet these goals?" The answer

is clearly no. Large, long range, four engine aircraft are allowed to operate at up 106

EPNdB according to the stage III certification requirements. This is 18 dB over the

desired 88 EPNdB goal. Another indication that a stage III fleet will not be adequate is

that several airports, both in the U.S. and abroad, already have noise restrictions or

nighttime curfews which are more stringent than the certification requirements.

Burbank, California is an example of a smaller airport which currently only allows stage

III aircraft, yet the 65 LDN exposure level is high enough that many complaints are

received. This is coupled with the reality that the number of airline passengers is

expected to double in the next 10 to 15 years. Hence even if a stage III fleet were

acceptable today, improvements are necessary to offset the increase in noise due to a

greater number of flights. In planning for future aircraft, we must question the basis for
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the current regulations which permit larger aircraft to make more noise. Our targets

really should be based upon what is truly acceptable to society rather than be aimed

directly at the regulations. In our present hub and spoke system many smaller airports

have not had as much noise exposure as the hub airports, yet these smaller airports

will be required to handle more traffic if the number of travelers doubles. Hence the

proper target for aircraft noise will need to be significantly lower than the current

certification requirements.

Potential Benefits from Advanced Technology

Advanced technology, and especially advanced aerodynamics technology can be

used to make very substantial noise reductions. Advanced configurations of the type

proposed in this workshop can offer very large improvements in cruise L/D - two to

three times that of current commercial aircraft. These gains in cruise L/D are achieved

at the same time as fifty percent reductions in take-off gross weight (TOGW). These

improvements should result directly in significant noise reductions in two ways. First,

an aircraft with substantially increased cruise L/D and reduced TOGW should have

reduced noise as a result of reduced engine size. Such an advanced configuration

might be expected to reduce fuel burn by as much as 35 percent. This would have a

significant favorable impact on direct operating cost (DOC) and emissions as well.

Secondly, if the aerodynamic performance improvements are utilized to carry more

passengers, a noise exposure benefit should be realized through a reduction in the

number of flights for the same number of passengers.

It is important to remember that except for the passengers, noise is offensive

primarily during the take-off and approach segments of the flight profile. Improved L/D

at cruise does not necessarily correlate to an equal increase during take-off, therefore

particular attention must be paid to the take-off performance to ensure that noise gains

can be realized. Improved take-off L/D also provides another chance for noise

exposure reduction. The noise exposure footprint can be minimized by increasing the

climb rate. Recent experience from the HSCT program has demonstrated that

improved high-lift on take-off can help to reduce the noise exposure significantly.

Approach noise must also be considered in the configuration design stage to ensure

that the airframe high-lift noise does not become unnecessarily high. Many

opportunities exist for reduction of this noise source through advanced configuration

design. This will be discussed in more detail in a later section.

Now consider an example of how much noise reduction can realistically be achieved.

Let our aircraft have a TOGW of 780,000 pounds. Stage III certification regulations
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allow the aircraft 106 EPNdB on take-off, which is 18 dB higher than the goal of 88

EPNdB. Aircraft with current engine technology are already about 4 dB below the rule,

however, so only 14 dB needs to be found. Without too much trouble next generation

engines with moderately high bypass ratios, say 8 to 10, should help reduce the engine

noise by another 3 dB. Advanced aerodynamic technology should be able to reduce

the take-off noise by 2 to 3 dB through reduction in take-off thrust and by 3 to 6 dB

through improved take-off L/D and high-lift performance. An extra 3 to 5 dB reduction

can be achieved by giving up some gain in DOC - through the use of longer nacelles,

more treatment etc. These back of the envelope estimates show that 15 to 21 dB

reduction seems very reasonable. Table 2 summarizes these estimates.

Stage III limit for 780,000 lb., 4 engine aircraft 106 EPNdB

current engine technology - 4 dB

higher bypass ratio engines - 3 dB

required thrust reduction - 2 to - 3 dB

improved high-lift, increase climb rate - 3 to - 6 dB

trade some DOC for extra noise reduction - 3 to - 5 dB

Potential noise level 91 to 84 EPNdB

Table 21 Estimate of noise reduction for a advanced transport aircraft. (Lee)

Opportunities exist for noise reduction through the application of advanced

technology in engine design as well as aircraft configuration design. With

unconventional aircraft configurations, such as span loaders, blended wing-body,

oblique wing, etc., it is really a whole new ball game and many possibilities exist. It will

be crucial that engine sizing and matching to the aircraft will be based not only on

performance considerations, but noise considerations as well. An optimal noise design

should be possible with close engine/aircraft system integration.

There are several research topics which are worthwhile as engine noise reduction

technologies. Aircraft engines will benefit from many of the same advances that can be

applied to the airframe. With high bypass ratio turbofan engines, fan noise is the

dominant noise source, hence reductions in fan noise will result in overall engine noise
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reduction. Research in fan source noise reduction will be facilitated by use of modern

computational fluid dynamics. Designs which have been put aside might even be

reconsidered, given a new and more complete understanding of the flow physics made

possible with CFD. Variable geometry inlets may offer very significant noise reductions.

These will probably have some cost, in terms of p_rformance, weight penalty, and

DOC, yet they offer 10 to 15 dB in potential noise reduction. Active noise control is also

a very promising technique for fan noise reduction. Low velocity jet noise reduction

may also prove to be important for moderately high bypass ratio engines ( BPR 10 to

12). Recent work in the HSCT program has shown that source noise reduction is

possible while improving take-off performance.

Finally, the economics are important. Advanced aerodynamics technology allows a

great deal of flexibility for trading improvements in direct operating costs for lower

noise. The cost of lower noise may be higher aircraft weight, performance losses,

increased fuel costs, additional complexity and maintenance costs and added

development costs. These all add to the operating cost and acquisition cost, but

advanced technology can minimize and even eliminate these costs. The benefit of

lower noise is reduced growth constraints, potential gains in volume and market share,

increased aircraft utilization and reduced airport fees and costs. Hence the aircraft

value is increased and a greater return on investment is possible.

Jet Noise Reduction

Up to this point there has been very little discussion of individual noise sources on

modern aircraft. There are actually several important noise sources on a transport

aircraft, as shown in figure 6. These include fan noise, from both the fan inlet and

exhaust; airframe noise, from the airframe boundary layer, cavities, high-lift devices and

landing gear; and jet noise from the core jet engines The relative importance of each of

these noise sources depends upon the configuration and operating regime of the

particular aircraft. In this section we will consider jet noise and jet noise reduction

strategies. Keep in mind however that for high bypass ratio turbofan engines, the fan

noise will dominate the engine noise, while for very large aircraft the airframe noise may

be comparable to engine noise on approach.
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Figure 6. Jet aircraft noise sources. (Seiner)

Jet Noise Sources

Jet noise must be discussed based on the velocity of the jet since the characteristics

of supersonic and subsonic jets are quite different. In both subsonic and supersonic

jets there exist large scale, coherent turbulent structures and fine grain, small scale

turbulence. This turbulence is responsible for what is known as mixing noise. Mixing

noise is the only component of subsonic jet noise. In supersonic jets the large coherent

structures are the dominant mixing noise source while the fine grain turbulence is a

relatively inefficient noise source• When the turbulent eddies in the shear layer move at

supersonic speeds the Mach wave emission mechanism is present in supersonic jets.

The Mach wave emission mechanism can produce noise on the order of up to 1

percent of the total mechanical energy of the jet. This is one hundred to one thousand

times more efficient that a subsonic jet.

Supersonic jets also have to contend with the possibility of shock noise for engines

not designed to be completely shock free. Also subsonic aircraft in cruise can have

supercritical pressure ratios and produce shock noise, hence designers historically

have had to design tailcones, etc. to handle shock noise in cruise. Shock noise can

take two distinct forms - broadband shock associated noise and screech. Broadband

shock associated noise is due to turbulent eddies convecting through and interacting

with the shock cell structure of the jet. Screech is an acoustic feedback mechanism in

which the acoustic energy propagates back to the nozzle region and sets up a resonant

condition in the jet flow. When screech exists it is the dominant noise source. Shock

waves in the jet could be utilized to enhance the mixing of the flow, but conventional
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wisdom suggests that shocks should be completely avoided for commercial aircraft due

to the substantial increases in noise which accompany the onset of shocks in the jet.

Suppression Techniques

Any consideration of jet noise reduction technology must be made along side a

consideration of engine performance. The role of advanced technology has been to

reduce the performance penalty for a given level of noise reduction. Mass

augmentation is a method of noise reduction which trades weight flow for reduced jet

velocity. Since noise is proportional to a high power of the jet velocity this is an

effective method of noise reduction. The subsonic jet noise problem has been dealt

with primarily through mass augmentation by increasing the engine bypass ratio. High

pumping ejectors can be used in supersonic cruise aircraft, but there is a limit to what

can be achieved.

Another technique for jet noise reduction is frequency shifting. The idea here is to

push the noise frequencies above about 3 kHz where the noise is not weighted as

heavily in the noise metric. This can be done with high aspect ratio nozzles. Enormous

aspect ratios of about 600 to 900 are required, but these may actually be achievable in

certain situations. Lobed mixers also take some advantage of frequency shifting, in

addition to enhancing the mixing of hot and cold flows to reduce the jet velocity. Tube

jet suppressors utilized frequency shifting with very substantial reductions in noise, and

unfortunately a very large performance penalty as well. Plugged nozzles with a high

radius ratio also take advantage of frequency shifting to offer promising noise

reductions.

A third method used for noise suppression is to enhance the mixing of the jet with

either a low speed, secondary flow or the quiescent air. Mixing lower temperature,

slower moving air with the jet reduces the jet velocity and the length of the source

region. Hence eddy Mach wave emission has less distance over which to radiate

noise. Enhancing the mixing is primarily a supersonic jet noise suppression technique

because the increase in turbulence level due to mixing will usually result in a significant

increase in subsonic jet noise. Therefore a lined ejector is needed to absorb the

subsonic mixing noise.

Mixing can be enhanced passively, through the use of mechanical devices in the jet

stream, such as mixers, or through modification of the nozzle geometry. For example

in an elliptic nozzle, as the shear layer develops, there is a large distortion of the jet

column as it evolves due to a slight difference in the distribution of the momentum

thickness at the exit of the nozzle. This distortion engulfs large amounts of fluid and
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the jet highly distorts from the elliptical shape into a round shape. The supersonic

portion of the jet is reduced, hence there is less distance over which the turbulent

structures are convecting supersonically and radiating noise through Mach wave

emission. An unsuppressed nozzle can produce 7 to 8 EPNdB noise reduction relative

to a round nozzle with only 1 percent performance loss. A rectangular convergent-

divergent nozzle has enhanced mixing in the same way and can produce 5 dB

suppression just from its rectangular shape. An ejector by itself will actually minimize

mixing, therefore some type of mixing mechanism must be introduced. Mixing can also

be enhanced through streamline curvature in curved ducts. The pressure gradient

destabilizes the flow and thus promotes much greater mixing. Streamline curvature

could possibly be used in conjunction with high-lift devices, such as blown flaps, but

otherwise may require too much curvature.

Active control can also be used to enhance mixing. In subsonic jets tones can be

injected to excite the jet resulting in a large increase in spread rate and decrease in jet

velocity. Broadband noise will also be increased. The enhanced mixing generates

increased turbulence and more noise - which must be eliminated with liners. In

supersonic jets the story is different because mixing trades the efficient Mach wave

emission noise source for the much less efficient fine grain turbulent mixing noise.

Unlike engine inlet liners, engine exhaust liners must absorb broadband noise in a

high temperature environment. Development of such liners is an important research

area. Research on liners with flow injection has shown promising noise reduction

characteristics and the blowing could also be used for transpiration cooling.

Opportunities for Noise Control with Advanced Configurations

The very large, advanced configurations discussed in the workshop offer many

opportunities to reduce noise which are not practical with current aircraft. A blended

wing-body or span-loader configuration offers potential since the propulsion system can

be integrated into the body rather than simply be hung under the wing. Consider the

advanced technologies illustrated in the schematic in figure 7. The engine exhaust in

this configuration is over the back of the fuselage, thus it is shielded from direct line of

sight from the ground. The high velocity jet is augmented with a low temperature

bypass flow. The bypass flow is needed to push the jet off the flat surface. Acoustic

treatment panels can be installed directly on the fuselage surface downstream of the

engine and if necessary a lined ejector with transpiration cooled liner could be used as

well. The placement of the engines relative to each other is also important. Noise

reductions of several dB can be gained in every direction, even below the aircraft,
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Figure 7. Schematic of potential applications of advanced technology for jet noise

reduction. (Seiner)

through jet by jet shielding. This jet by jet shielding is planform dependent and should

be considered early in the preliminary design. It is clear that even though individual

technology areas may be approaching a point of diminishing returns for further

improvements, advanced often unconventional aircraft configurations, approached

using a systems design philosophy rather than separate individual disciplines, offers

significant benefits in both performance and jet noise reduction.

Airframe Hiqh-Lift Noise

When aircraft propulsive system noise has been greatly reduced, another kind of noise

is observed during aircraft flyover. This is airframe noise, the noise caused by motion

of the aircraft surfaces through the air. With landing gear and high-lift devices

retracted, airframe noise is caused by the turbulent boundary layer moving past trailing

edges of wings and stabilizing surfaces. High-lift devices during climb out, and landing

gear and high-lift devices during approach, increase the airframe noise. Another type

of airframe noise, powered-lift noise, is generated when engine exhausts are directed

over the wing's trailing edge flaps to increase the lift at low flight speeds. This

• interaction will generate additional noise. This section tries to describe the effect of

new types of airframe shapes on airframe noise generated by airflow and exhaust flow

during takeoff and approach

One purpose of advanced aircraft concepts is to reduce the operating cost by

increasing the maximum lift-drag ratio during cruise. Increased lift-drag ratio during

climb and approach should allow use of engines with lower thrust, which would reduce
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the propulsive system noise at those flight conditions. Airframe noise might then set

the noise certification limits. Some of the advanced aircraft concepts probably would

be unable to trim the large pitching moments associated with elaborate flaps that

provide high maximum lift coefficient but radiate high annoyance noise spectra. Single

and double-slotted trailing-edge flaps with few spanwise segments are quieter, and

generate a lower annoyance spectrum shape, than multiple spanwise segment double

or triple-slotted trailing-edge flaps. Those advanced aircraft concepts would

coincidentally generate relatively low annoyance airframe noise. For this reason, each

type of configuration is discussed separately below.

Airframe Noise Sources

Noise impact of increased laminar flow

The effects of aerodynamic changes on noise are not always obvious. For example,

consider what would happen to clean airframe noise if the wings of commercial

airplanes were built with suction boundary layer control to achieve laminar flow over

much of the upper and lower surfaces. Airframe flyover noise from a clean airframe is

dominated by broadband noise from the wing. Mean square acoustic pressure of this

noise is proportional to the product of turbulent boundary layer average thickness at the

trailing edge and wing span. Suppose that the product of the reduced boundary layer

thickness and span was only half that of the original wing. Then the overall sound

pressure level would have been decreased by 3 dB as is shown in figure 8. This

reduced noise was caused by halving the boundary layer thickness. The frequency at

the peak amplitude of the noise spectrum varies inversely with boundary layer

thickness at the trailing edge_ with the peak frequency generally occurring at less than

200 Hz. Halving the boundary layer thickness doubles the frequency which would

increase the A-weighted noise by 5 dBA. Although the absolute level of noise would be

reduced by 3 dB, the annoyance weighted noise would be increased by 2 dB. What at

first had seemed like an improvement has worsened the annoyance.
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The story becomes more complicated when the effects of atmospheric attenuation

are included. Noise is more strongly attenuated at higher frequencies. If the aircraft is

high enough above the ground when it overflies the measurement position,

atmospheric attenuation might reduce the high frequency part of the noise spectrum

enough to bring the annoyance weighted noise down to less than that for the original

situation. This example shows that it is not always obvious whether a given change in

airframe design will improve or worsen the resulting noise annoyance.

Installation noise

Placing high bypass ratio turbofan engines under aircraft wing surfaces increases

the downward radiated broadband noise. This increase is caused by several effects.

These are: 1) reflection of upward radiated high frequency engine noise by the wing; 2)

wing lift fluctuation noise and trailing-edge noise caused by convection of fan-exhaust-

jet shear-layer turbulence past the wing cutours trailing edge; and 3) trailing-edge-flap

side-edge noise caused by interaction between the fan-exhaust-jet shear-layer

turbulence and the airflow around the side of the adjacent trailing-edge flap segments.

Trailing-edge flap noise

The noise caused by trailing-edge flaps is known to be produced by at least two

different processes. The first is the generation of lift fluctuations along the flap span,

caused by turbulence shed by the upstream wing surface. This generates the lower

frequency, lower annoyance part of the flap noise spectrum. The other is caused by

convection of turbulence around the flap side edges, and produces the broad, higher

frequency, higher annoyance part of that spectrum. Single-slotted trailing-edge flaps
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radiate strong noise only at low frequencies because they usually have only one flap

panel on each semispan.

Landing gear noise

In the past, commercial transport aircraft were designed with single-wheel landing

gear, two wheels on one axle, or four wheels on a t_,o-axle wheel truck. The largest

commercial transports now being designed may have more than four wheels per

landing-gear assembly. Placing two wheels on the same axle merely doubled the

downward-radiated noise from that of one wheel. However, putting an axle with two

wheels closely behind another axle with two wheels to make a four-wheel landing-gear

truck caused the noise spectrum to decay less rapidly at high frequencies. That is,

putting landing-gear wheels in the turbulent wake of other wheels increases the noise

at the moderate and high frequencies which annoy people.

Analysis of Advanced Configurations

Now that we have look briefly at the sources of airframe noise, we will consider

individual advanced configurations from the viewpoint of airframe noise.

Thick-wing spanloader aircraft

Spanloaders are flying wing aircraft which carry their payload within a high thickness

ratio wing. Because these aircraft wouldn't have separate horizontal stabilization and

control surfaces, they probably could not trim the large pitching moments produced by

elaborate, high maximum lift coefficient, multiple chordwise-segment trailing-edge flaps.

Use of simple single-slotted trailing-edge flaps, rather than complicated flaps, would

change the flap noise spectrum and significantly reduce the most annoying contribution

to airframe noise during climb'out and approach.

Spanloaders have wings with higher thickness ratio, and therefore thicker boundary

layers at the trailing edge, than those of conventional wings. The use of many single-

slotted trailing-edge flap segments distributed along the entire span for longitudinal and

lateral control will further thicken the boundary layer at the trailing edge. Thickening the

boundary layers at the trailing edge would increase the absolute level of noise but

would shift its spectrum to lower, less annoying frequencies. Spanloaders therefore are

likely to have lower annoyance-weighted noise levels in straight-line flight than

conventional aircraft. However if a spanloader uses split-flap drag rudders to turn, the

unsteady flow over their blunt bases would cause added noise during turning flight. An

oblique wing aircraft is essentially a spanloader aircraft and would have the same

airframe noise advantages.
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Strut-braced natural laminar-flow wings

Strut-braced wing aircraft would likely have very high aspect ratio wings and struts

with laminar flow. The struts would have much smaller chord than that of the wing, and

a high thickness ratio airfoil section. Both the airframe noise from the wings and the

struts would suffer a noise penalty due to the shift in peak frequency of the noise into

the more annoying part of the spectrum. Also the struts essentially add to the number

of trailing edges over which the boundary layer passes, even though the struts would

not have trailing edge flaps.

Blended wing-body aircraft

Blended wing-body configurations would have a very high aspect-ratio sweptback

outer wing chosen for extensive chordwise laminar flow at cruise, blended into a wide

flat fuselage. The outer wing panels would have the same combination of leading-edge

and trailing-edge high-lift devices as those of a conventional aircraft, and the landing

gear would resemble those of a conventional aircraft. However, the very high aspect

ratio of the wing panels would not tolerate the high pitching moments of elaborate

trailing-edge flaps. Current design concepts are limited to single-element Fowler

trailing-edge flaps, which should be relatively quiet. Airframe noise of the takeoff and

approach high-lift configurations probably would be somewhat quieter than that of

conventional aircraft. Propulsive system installation noise probably would be reduced

since the trailing-edge flaps would not need cutouts for turbofan engine exhaust gases.

This is because the engines would most likely be installed within the long-chord thick

region where the outer wing and the wide fuselage are blended. The propulsive system

exhaust gases therefore wou.ld not interact with sharp trailing edges or with the side

edges of trailing-edge flaps.

Joined-wing aircraft

The joined-wing aircraft concept combines a low-mounted positive-dihedral

sweptback wing joined near its tip to a high-mounted forward-swept negative-dihedral

horizontal tail. This combination can give favorable structural bracing and favorable

subsonic aerodynamic interference. Because trailing-edge flaps would be mounted on

both sets of surfaces, it seems likely that simple full semispan, single or double slotted,

trailing-edge flaps could be used. Joined-wing aircraft probably would be quieter in

climbout and landing approach than conventional aircraft.

Non-Planar Three-Lifting-Surface Aircraft

This type of aircraft, described at the workshop as a C-wing, uses a canard followed

by a sweptback wing of relatively high thickness ratio. The wing has vertical winglets

with inward-pointing horizontal control surfaces at their upper tips. Use of three sets of
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horizontal surfaces allows the induced drag to be reduced below that of conventional

two-surface aircraft. The thick wing achieves high lift-drag ratio by use of a

Goldschmeid airfoil section. Here, nearly all of the upper-surface recompression is

achieved abruptly at a suction slot which prevents flow separation. The airflow taken in

at this suction slot is compressed and the expelled along the upper surface near the

wing trailing edge. The resulting upper-surfaced-blowing powered-lift noise might be

controlled through the use of frequency shifting.

Supersonic transports

Conventional supersonic transports tend to have much higher leading-edge sweep

back and a more highly tapered wing planform than those of subsonic transports. Their

airframe noise during subsonic cruise in the clean configuration would be generated in

a similar manner as a conventional subsonic aircraft, except that the normalized

spectrum shape would be different. The large variation of boundary-layer thickness

from the wing root to the tip produces a broader spectrum than that for a less sharply

tapered planform. Annoyance due to airframe noise radiated from the landing gear and

simple trailing-edge flaps would greatly exceed that caused by the greater high-

frequency content of airframe noise from the supersonic transport's more highly tapered

wing planform.

Summary

Aircraft airframe noise, like the other aircraft noise sources can potentially be

reduced through advanced aerodynamic technology and advanced aircraft

configurations. Most of the advanced configurations discussed in the workshop may

coincidentally, rather that intentionally, reduce the airframe noise levels. Clearly if

airframe noise is given proper attention in the preliminary design reduction relative to

current aircraft should be achievable. (This section is based on a written version of

Martin Fink's presentation which can be found in the appendix for this chapter.)

Con¢lqdinq Remarks

This section has shown the importance of aircraft noise and aircraft emissions.

Fortunately, many of the same advances that may be used to dramatically improve

aircraft performance, relative to current transport aircraft, will also reduce noise and

emissions. Improving the cruise performance of the aircraft would make the use

smaller engines possible and hence reduce the amount of emissions and the noise.

Noise reductions in turn allow the aircraft to be utilized more, thus increasing the

productivity of the aircraft and the airport. It seems likely that the target goals for

aircraft noise, which are significantly below current certification requirements, should be
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acceptable to the communities in which airports are located. It also seems clear that

significantly quieter aircraft are possible but only through the use of an

interdisciplinary, systems design approach in which aircraft noise is considered and

given importance at each stage of the design process. Advanced aerodynamics make

this possible.
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Appendix

Martin Fink submitted the following written paper for the workshop.

here with the figures at the end.

AIRFRAME HIGH-LIFT NOISE

Martin R. Fink

Consultant in Aeroacoustics and Aerodynamics

183 Woody Lane, Fairfield, CT 06432

It is included

Paper presented at the NASA Workshop "Potential Impacts of Advanced

Aerodynamic Technology on Air Transportation Productivity," NASA Langley Research

Center, June 29-July 1, 1993.

INTRODUCTION

When aircraft propulsive-system noise has been greatly reduced, another kind of

noise is observed during aircraft flyover. This is airframe noise, the noise caused by

motion of the aircraft surfaces through the air. For aircraft with landing gear and high-

lift devices retracted, airframe noise is caused by the turbulent boundary layer moving

past trailing edges of wings and stabilizing surfaces. High-lift devices during climb-out,

and landing gear and high-lift devices during approach, increase the airframe noise. To

use a phrase originated (Ref. 1) by Dr. Jay C. Hardin of NASA Langley Research

Center, airframe noise is the ultimate noise barrier.

In 1976 and 1977 I developed a noise component method (Ref. 2) for predicting

airframe noise, with funding from the FAA. It calculated the predicted noise radiation

from each major component of the airframe as sketched in Fig. 1 (clean wing,

horizontal and vertical stabilizing surfaces, leading-edge slats, trailing-edge flaps, and

landing gear) and summed these contributions. That method was later modified and

adopted for use by NASA (Ref. 3) and ICAO, not because it was rigorously correct but

because it was easy to use and was less wrong than other methods then available. As

of a few years ago (Ref. 4), it remains the state-of-the-art. The new aircraft concepts

discussed herein were not part of the database with which this prediction method was

tested.

Another type of airframe noise which was then being examined was powered-lift

noise. This is the noise generated when turbofan engine exhausts are directed over

the wing's trailing-edge flaps to increase the lift at low flight speeds for short-field

operation. Noise prediction for such configurations is summarized in Ref. 5. This

concept proved to be too noisy for civil aviation. However, the need for improved fuel

/
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economy and reduced propulsive-system noise has led to the development of turbofan

engines with higher bypass ratios. Such engines have larger fan exit diameters, at the

same thrust. When these engines are mounted under the wings of new transport

aircraft, as sketched in Fig. 2, the fan exhaust flow is likely to interact with the trailing

edge of the wing cutout and the side edges of trailing'edge flaps. This interaction will

generated additional noise.

This paper tries to describe the effect of new types of airframe shapes, such as

those described at this workshop, on airframe noise generated by airflow and exhaust

flow during takeoff and approach.

ADVANCED AIRFRAME CONCEPTS

General Comments

The purpose of advanced aircraft concepts is to reduce the operating cost by

increasing the maximum lift-drag ratio during cruise. This would allow transporting the

payload with less fuel. The resulting increased lift-drag ratio during climb and approach

should allow use of engines with lower thrust, which would reduce the propulsive-

system noise at those flight conditions. Then airframe noise might set the noise

certification limits.

During climbout at low altitudes, the engines may have reduced thrust levels. The

landing gear would be retracted, and the trailing-edge flaps would be set to moderate

deflections. Advanced aerodynamic shapes might have high enough airspeed at this

condition so that airframe noise from the flaps could set the takeoff noise limit. During

approach, engine thrust levels might be low enough so that noise at the ground would

be dominated by airframe noise from the landing gear and the highly deflected trailing-

edge flaps.

Some of the advanced aircraft concepts probably would be unable to trim the large

pitching moments associated with elaborate flaps that provide high maximum lift

coefficient but radiate high-annoyance noise spectra. Single and double-slotted

trailing-edge flaps with few spanwise segments are quieter, and generate a lower-

annoyance spectrum shape, than multiple-spanwise-segment double or triple-slotted

trailing-edge flaps (see the Appendix of this paper). Those advanced aircraft concepts

would coincidentally, rather than intentionally, generate relatively low-annoyance

airframe noise. For this reason, each type of configuration is discussed separately

below.

Increased Chordwise Extent of Laminar Flow
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The effects of aerodynamic changes on noise are not always obvious. For example,

consider what would happen to clean-airframe noise if the wings of commercial

airplanes were built with suction boundary layer control to achieve laminar flow over

much of the upper and lower surfaces. The boundary layer would become turbulent

ahead of the region of pressure recovery over the afi 35 to 40 percent chord. Such

airframes would have increased wing span to increase the aspect ratio. That would

reduce the induced drag by about the same fraction that boundary-layer control had

reduced the form drag, for increased maximum lift-drag ratio.

Airframe flyover noise from a clean airframe is dominated by broadband noise from

the wing. Mean-square acoustic pressure of this noise is proportional to the product of

turbulent boundary layer average thickness at the trailing edge and wing span.

Suppose that the product of the reduced boundary-layer thickness and increased span

was only half that of the original wing. Then, as sketched in Fig. 3, the overall sound

pressure level (OASPL) would have been decreased by 3 decibels (3 dB). That is,

overall noise would be reduced, which is good.

However, this reduced noise was caused by halving the boundary-layer thickness.

The frequency at peak amplitude of the noise spectrum varies inversely with boundary-

layer thickness at the trailing edge. This peak frequency generally occurs at less than

200 Hz, which is not very annoying. Halving the thickness doubles that frequency. A

curve showing the variation of A-weighted noise level with frequency is also shown in

Fig. 3. For this example, doubling the peak frequency would increase the A-weighted

noise by 5 dB(A). Although the absolute level of noise would be reduced by 3 dB, the

annoyance-weighted noise would be increased by 2 dB. What at first had seemed like

an improvement has worsened the annoyance as perceived by the human mind.

The story becomes more complicated when the effects of atmospheric attenuation

(not shown in this figure) are included. Noise is more strongly attenuated at higher than

at lower frequencies. If the aircraft is high enough above the ground when it overflies

the measurement position, atmospheric attenuation might reduce the high-frequency

part of the noise spectrum enough to bring the annoyance-weighted noise down to less

than that for the original situation. The object of this example has been to show that it

is not always obvious whether a given change in airframe design will improve or worsen

the resulting noise annoyance.
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Thick-Wing SpanLoader Aircraft

SpanLoaders, sketched in Fig. 4(a), are flying-wing aircraft which carry all of their

payload within a high-thickness-ratio wing. Because these aircraft wouldn't have

separate horizontal stabilization and control surfaces, they probably could not trim the

large pitching moments produced by elaborate, high maximum-lift-coefficient, multiple-

chordwise-segment trailing-edge flaps. Use of simple single-slotted trailing-edge flaps,

rather than complicated flaps, would change the flap noise spectrum. This change

would significantly reduce the most annoying contribution to airframe noise during

climb-out and approach.

SpanLoaders have wings with higher thickness ratio, and therefore thicker boundary

layers at the trailing edge, than those of conventional wings. Also, the use of many

single-slotted trailing-edge flap segments distributed along the entire span for

longitudinal and lateral control will further thicken the boundary layer at the trailing

edge. As implied in the discussion of noise from wings with part-chord laminar flow,

thickening the boundary layers at the trailing edge would increase the absolute level of

noise but would shift its spectrum to lower, less annoying frequencies. SpanLoaders

therefore are likely to have lower annoyance-weighted noise levels in straight-line flight

than conventional aircraft. However, it is likely that spanloaders, like the Northrop

flying-wing aircraft of the early 1940's, would use split-flap drag rudders in order to turn.

The unsteady flow over their blunt bases would cause added noise during turning flight.

Strut-Braced Natural-Laminar-Flow Wings

Another approach for reducing aircraft drag during cruise is to use a greatly reduced

wing chord and increased wing span. Then the wing airfoil section can be chosen to

provide large chordwise extents of laminar flow on both the suction and pressure

surfaces at the cruise flight condition, without use of powered boundary-layer control.

The resulting wing planforms probably would have very high aspect ratio. Their wing

structure might be unable to support the airloads unless external struts, as sketched in

Fig. 4(b), were used. Airframe noise from the wing would be predicted in the same

manner as that discussed under "Increased Chordwise Extent of Laminar Flow."

The struts would have much smaller chord than that of the wing, and a high-

thickness-ratio airfoil section. Airframe noise from the strut would be calculated in the

same manner as is discussed under "Thick-Wing SpanLoader Aircraft" except that the

struts would not have trailing-edge flaps. The small chord would result in a much

higher peak frequency of broadband noise, which might put the strut's noise at high-

annoyance frequencies.
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Oblique-Wing Aircraft

Small oblique-wing demonstrator aircraft (Ref. 6) have used a continuous straight

wing that extends across the fuselage and is pivoted at the fuselage centerline. As

sketched in Fig. 4(c), the wing would be unswept at takeoff and landing. After takeoff,

the complete wing would be rotated about its pivot so that the wing panel on one side

of the fuselage is swept forward and the other panel is swept back. Disadvantages

include coupled longitudinal and lateral oscillatory response to gusts and control inputs,

and possible mechanical problems in fairing the wing into the fuselage to improve

airflow at all sweep back angles. Commercial transports using this concept would be

very large flying-wing aircraft in which the passengers would be contained within the

wing. Takeoffs and landings would be made with the wing at moderate sweep, to avoid

excessive wing span within the airport.

Airframe noise in low-speed flight (climb-out and approach) would be correctly

predicted because the configuration then would be that of a low-subsonic-speed aircraft

with a high aspect ratio unswept wing. Such wings can have high maximum lift

coefficients with relatively simple low-noise trailing-edge flaps. Therefore, their absolute

and annoyance-weighted airframe noise in takeoff and landing should be lower than

that of sweptback-wing aircraft which need complicated, noisier trailing-edge flaps. If

turbofan engines were mounted within ducts within structure, then another noise

advantage of oblique-wing aircraft would be reduced noise due to interaction of the

propulsive system and airframe.

Blended Wing-Body Aircraft

Blended wing-body configurations as sketched in Fig. 4(d), would have a very high

aspect-ratio sweptback outer wing chosen for extensive chordwise laminar flow at

cruise, blended into a wide flat fuselage. The outer wing panels would have the same

combination of leading-edge and trailing-edge high-lift devices as those of a

conventional aircraft, and the landing gear would resemble those of a conventional

aircraft. However, the very high aspect ratio of the wing panels would not tolerate the

high pitching moments of elaborate trailing-edge flaps. Current design concepts are

limited to single-element Fowler trailing-edge flaps, which should be relatively quiet.

Airframe noise of the takeoff and approach high-lift configurations probably would be

somewhat quieter than that of conventional aircraft.

However, propulsive-system installation noise probably would be reduced. The

trailing-edge flaps would not need cutouts for turbofan engine exhaust gases if the
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engines were installed within the long-chord thick region where the outer wing and the

wide fuselage are blended. The propulsive-system exhaust gases therefore would not

interact with sharp trailing edges or with the side edges of trailing-edge flaps.

Joined-Wing Aircraft

The joined-wing aircraft concept, described in Ref. 7 and sketched in Fig. 4(e),

combines a low-mounted positive-dihedral sweptback wing joined near its tip to a high-

mounted forward-swept negative-dihedral horizontal tail. This combination can give

favorable structural bracing and favorable subsonic aerodynamic interference.

Because trailing-edge flaps would be mounted on both sets of surfaces, it seems likely

that simple full-semispan single- or double-slotted trailing-edge flaps could be used.

Joined-wing aircraft probably would be quieter in climbout and landing approach than

conventional aircraft.

Non-Planar Three-Lifting-Surface Aircraft

This type of aircraft, describes at this Workshop meeting as a C-wing, uses a canard

followed by a sweptback wing of relatively high thickness ratio. The wing has vertical

winglets with inward-pointing horizontal control surfaces at their upper tips. Use of

three sets of horizontal surfaces allows the induced drag to be reduced below that of

conventional two-surface aircraft. The thick wing achieves high lift-drag ratio by use of

a Goldschmeid airfoil section. Here, nearly all of the upper-surface recompression

achieved abruptly at a suction slot which prevents flow separation. The airflow taken in

at this suction slot is compressed and the expelled along the upper surface near the

wing trailing edge. The resulting upper-surfaced-blowing powered-lift noise can be

calculated as described in Ref. 5.

Supersonic Transports

Conventional supersonic transports (Fig. 4(f)) tend to have much higher leading-

edge sweep back and more highly tapered wing planforms than those of subsonic

transports. Their noise during subsonic cruise in the clean configuration would be

calculated in the same manner as that for conventional subsonic aircraft, except that

the normalized spectrum shape would be different. As sketched in the left side of Fig.

5, taken from Figure 4 of Ref. 3, the large variation of boundary-layer thickness from

the wing root to the tip produced a broader spectrum than that for a less sharply

tapered planform. An empirical equation for the normalized spectrum shape at zero

taper ratio was given in Ref. 3.
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Comparisons of predicted spectra with those measured by NASA for an 0.015-scale

wind-tunnel model of a supersonic transport in the cruise and landing configurations

were shown in Fig. 11 of Ref. 3. These calculated spectra for both configurations, and

data for the model in the landing configuration, are shown on the right side of Fig. 5.

The landing configuration was about 5 dB noisier over most of the frequency range.

That is, annoyance due to airframe noise radiated from the landing gear and simple

trailing-edge flaps would greatly exceed that caused by the greater high-frequency

content of airframe noise from the supersonic transport's more highly tapered wing

planform.

The concepts of the supersonic transport, the oblique-wing aircraft, and the

SpanLoader were combined in one of the configurations examined in Ref. 8. In this

design concept, the SpanLoader would have an unswept wing during low-speed flight

such as climb and approach. Its engine nacelles and vertical fins would be pivoted to

remain streamwise as the wing was yawed at low transonic flight speeds to become

swept behind the bow shock wave at the supersonic cruise Mach number. Its airframe

noise during climb and approach could be predicted in the same manner as for a

conventional SpanLoader, and should be relatively low.

INSTALLATION NOISE

Placing high-bypass-ratio turbofan engines under aircraft wing surfaces increases

the downward-radiated broadband noise. This increase is caused by several effects,

including three that are sketched in Fig. 6. These are (1) reflection of upward-radiated

high-frequency engine noise by the wing, (2) wing lift-fluctuation noise and trailing-edge

noise caused by convection of fan exhaust-jet shear-layer turbulence past the wing

cutout's trailing edge, and (3) trailing-edge-flap side-edge noise caused by interaction

between the fan-exhaust-jet shear-layer turbulence and the airflow around the side of

the adjacent trailing-edge flap segments.

Detailed experimental studies of these noise processes were conducted at Boeing

during design of the Boeing 757. The resulting data correlations, and discussions of

noise mechanisms, were given 10 years ago in Ref. 9 for zero flight speed. Effects of

forward flight on this increased noise are described in Ref. 10.

MODIFICATION NEEDED FOR AIRFRAME NOISE PREDICTION METHOD

The airframe noise prediction method of Refs. 2-4 was developed when very little

flyover noise data were available. Usually, the data consisted only of spectra

measured at peak amplitude rather than spectra measured over a range of direction
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angles. Also, some of the available equations for predicting directivity of noise

generated by different flow processes were valid only in the limit of very low subsonic

Mach number. Analytical solutions which correctly predict the effects of subsonic Mach

number are now available, and should be included in the prediction method. Some of

these needed changes to prediction of airframe noise directivity were discussed by

Patricia Block, then of NASA Langley Research Center, in Ref. 3.

Also, the noise caused by trailing-edge flaps is now know to be produced by at least

two different processes, sketched in Fig. 7. One is the generation of lift fluctuations

along the flap span, caused by turbulence shed by the upstream wing surface. This

generates the lower-frequency, lower-annoyance part of the flap noise spectrum. The

other is caused by convection of turbulence around the flap side edges, and produces

the broad higher-frequency higher-annoyance part of that spectrum. Single-slotted

trailing-edge flaps radiate strong noise only at low frequencies because they usually

have only one flap panel on each semispan.

Noise from trailing-edge flaps was represented in Ref. 2 by use of two empirical

normalized spectra. These are plotted in Fig. 8, taken from Fig. 23 of Ref. 2. One

normalized spectrum was used for single and double-slotted flaps. The other, which

remains strong over a wiser range of frequencies, was used for triple-slotted flaps.

Double-slotted flaps are now know to produce spectra anywhere within those two

limiting shapes, depending on the number of spanwise flap panels. Until a better

prediction method can be developed, the noise spectrum for both double-slotted and

triple-slotted trailing-edge flaps should be predicted conservatively by using the

empirical equations of Ref. 2.for triple-slotted flaps. Much of this additional predicted

noise probably would be strongly attenuated by atmospheric absorption.

The method of Ref. 2 was developed when commercial transport aircraft had either

single-wheel landing gear, two wheels on one axle, or four wheels on a two-axle wheel

truck. The largest commercial transports now being designed may have more than four

wheels per landing-gear assembly. Placing two wheels on the same axle merely

doubled and downward-radiated noise from that of one wheel. However, putting an

axle with two wheels closely behind another axle with two wheels to make a four-wheel

closely behind another axle with two wheels to make a four-wheel landing-gear truck

caused the noise spectrum to decay less rapidly at high frequencies. That is, putting

landing-gear wheels in the turbulent wake of other wheels increases the noise at the

moderate and high frequencies which annoy people.

There are some indications that the noise spectrum radiated by airframes with four-

wheel landing-gear trucks is strong at frequencies higher ( and therefore more
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annoying) than those predicted by the method of Ref. 2. That prediction was based on

acoustic data for model landing gear at Reynolds numbers much less than those for

jumbo-jet landing gear at approach flight speeds. It is reasonable to expect that noise

radiation from bluff bodies in the wake of other bluff bodies should vary with Reynolds

number. This portion of the method of Ref. 2 sh'ould be updated to match the

contribution to flyer noise spectra caused by those landing gear during approach flight.

Similarly, airframe noise due to extended spoilers was not included in Ref. 2

because data for such configurations were not available. Such data now exist, and

should be used as the basis for a semi-empirical prediction.
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Session 5: Advanced Aerodynamic/Structural Interactions

By Walter A. Silva

Introduction

The goal of this session was to identify critical aerodynamic/structural interactions
that could significantly impact advanced configurations, runway efficiency and/or airport
operations of the future.

The session was initiated with the comment that structures can make or "break" a

given configuration. This is because the structures/structural dynamics experts have to
deal with loads, manufacturing (economics, maintainability, reliability), fatigue, flutter,
gust response, and ride comfort. Each one of these categories can be a major driver in the
design of any given configuration.

It is important to remember, however, that, in the spirit of the workshop, important
advances in just one discipline can mean the difference between success and failure of a

given configuration. For example, in the 1930's, the German all-metal forward-swept
wing was proven to be a flawed concept as the wing divergence loads proved to be
excessive. In the 1980's, however, thanks to advancements in the materials and flight
controls disciplines, the forward-swept-wing aircraft, the X-29, was built and successfully
flight tested. The use of composites for aeroelastic tailoring and sophisticated control
system design for maintaining stability of an inherently unstable aircraft resulted in a

successful design. As such, it is the hope of this session chairman that this workshop has
served to identify critical areas of research that can turn a problematic design into a
successful transport aircraft of the future.

The agenda for this session was as follows:
- Overview of Smart Structures Activities by Jennifer Heeg (LaRC)
- Structural Design Constraints of Advanced Configurations

by Dr. J. H. Starnes, Jr. (LaRC)
- Strut-Braced Aircraft by Dr. Werner Pfenninger (Vigyan, Inc.)
- Span-Loader Aircraft by Roy Lange (retired, presented by S. J. Morris,LaRC)
- Gust and Weather Constraints of Advanced Aircraft by Terry Barnes (FAA)

The format for this session writeup consists of summaries of each of the presentations
with some of the actual viewgraphs included. The complete presentations, however, are
available upon request from this session chairman.

QvCrviCw of Smart Structures Activities by Jennifer Heeg

An overview of the Smart Structures Workshop, sponsored by the Langley Smart
Structures Technical Committee, was presented by Jennifer Heeg and is hereby
summarized.

The different categories of structures are presented in VGI-1 (viewgraph 1 of
presentation 1). Smart structures are defined as structures that are actuating, sensory,
controllable, and active. The different types of adaptive materials include piezoelectrics,
shape memory alloys, magnetostrictives, and photoelectrics. Piezoelectrics deform under
an electrical load and they generate an electrical load when deformed. Shape memory
alloys deform when exposed to heat while magnetostrictives and photoelectrics respond
to magnetic fields and light, respectively.

In terms of applications, some recent accomplishments within the acoustics discipline
include the active control of extensional and flexural waves on beams, the active control

of interior cabin noise using piezoceramic materials, and neural network optimization of
force inputs for active structural acoustic control. There are plans to assess the impact of
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smartstructuresonenginenoise,nacelleaeroacoustics,integrationof wing andengine
acoustics,interior noise,andcommunityimpactnoise.

Applicationof smartstructuresin thefield of aeroelasticityhasresultedin the
suppressionof wing flutter for a simpletwo-degree-of-freedomwind-tunnelmodelusing
piezoceramicmaterials.Futurework includesexperimentalpanelfluttersupressionusing
shapememoryactuatorsandexperimentalflutter suppressionof a three-dimensional
elasticwing usingpiezoelectricactuators.

In theelectronicsarena,researchisbeingperformedon theapplicationof fiberoptics
andpiezoelectricmaterialsfor sensingstressesandstrainsin structures.

If thesmartstructurestechnologymaturessuccesfully,oneof thepotentialpayoffsis
thedevelopmentof amissionadaptivewing (MAW). A MAW would increasethedrag
riseMachnumberof agivenconfiguration,resultingin significantincreasesin
efficiency.

Themajorchallengesfor smartstructuresarethedevelopmentof ahigh-strength
bondingagentfor attachmentof thesmartmaterialto thesubstrate,aneededincreaseof 3
to 10timesthecurrentforce levels,andimprovedmaterialproperties.

Structural Design Constraints of Advanced Configurations by Dr. J. H. Starnes, Jr.

The conventional transport structural design considerations are shown in VG2-1.
These constraints have been defined primarily for metallic (usually aluminum) structural
concepts. The 20,000 ground-air-ground cycles addresses fuselage and wing fatigue
constraints. It should be mentioned that the general structural requirements, shown in the
third bullet of the viewgraph, will apply to any new configuration as well.

For new, or emerging, transport designs, some of the structural design considerations
are presented in VG2-2. These include a longer service life, possibly around 80,000
flight hours or 20,000 more flight hours than current transports provide. It is hoped that
innovative structural concepts will aid in reducing structural weight while still supporting
the applied loads and satisfying all structural design constraints. Some of these advanced
materials include composites such as graphite epoxy.

It is imperative that fabrication processes be understood and optimized in order to
reduce structural costs. Advanced analysis techniques need to be exploited and optimized
as well in order to reduce the design-cycle time. An important step towards reducing
most of these design and fabrication costs is to increase the interaction, or

communication, between the different disciplines such as structures and aerodynamics
early in the design phase.

Current airframe material selection choices include both metallic and composite
materials. Metallic materials are widely used on existing aircraft, derivative aircraft and
on new aircraft designs while composites have, in the past, been used only selectively for
some structural components. The reasons for this are clear. Metallic primary structures
(wing and fuselage) have enjoyed over 50 years of successful applications to transport
aircraft. There exist many experienced designers that are very familiar with these
materials and, as a result, company design manuals have been institutionalized. Metallic

materials are ductile and are, therefore, more forgiving so that lower-fidelity analyses can
be used on a preliminary basis. The failure mechanisms are well understood and the
fabrication costs are known and predictable resulting in reduced economic risk.

Composite primary structures, on the other hand, are quite different. There is, to date,
very limited experience in the application of these materials to transport aircraft since
most of the applications have been for military aircraft. Some company design manuals,
however, are evolving based on the military aircraft design experiences. Designing a
composite structure is quite different from designing a metallic structure. Composite
materials are brittle and, therefore, less forgiving of design uncertainty which means that
the analyses must be of relatively high fidelity. The failure mechanisms of composites
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are not well understood and fabrication methods are evolving although fabrication costs
are not yet accurately predictable. This results in greater economic risk on the side of the
manufacturer.

But what, if any, are the benefits of this increased economic risk ? For one thing,
composite structures can provide a significant weight reduction: 25 to 30% for retrofit
designs (such as replacing empennage only, for example) and more than 40% for resized
aircraft. Composites do not suffer the corrosion or fatigue problems that plague metallic
structures although damage tolerance is still a problem. Reduced fatigue problems
implies that the 20,000 ground-air-ground cycles limit can be raised substantially.
Composite structures allow advanced aircraft to have higher aspect-ratio wings than
would be possible with metallic structures and to tailor structures to any structural design
constraint.

Figure VG2-3 shows the composite structural components of the Boeing 777 and
figure VG2-4 shows other aircraft that are partly or completely made of composites. It is
important to note the scale difference in this figure as building larger composite structures
presents a tougher economic problem.

Some of the current concerns with composite structures are as follows. Composite
structures fail differently than metallic structures therefore techniques must be developed
to understand and deal with failures. The cost of composite materials is more than
conventional aluminum alloys. Fabrication and assembly cost predictions for composite
structures are not as reliable as for metallic structures. Manufacturing infrastructure for
composite structures is still evolving. Cost is more important than performance in today's
transport economic environment. Keeping all these things in mind, it is very disturbing
that foreign competitors are very active in composite structures. Therefore, if we are to
be competitive, we must resolve the aforementioned concerns.

In the future, it is expected that composite structures will be used for conventional
transport primary structures. Also, tailored composite structures will enable advanced
transport aircraft with non-derivative configurations. Metallic materials will, of course,
still be used where appropriate and where the composite/metallic combination makes the
most sense. The cost of fabricating and assembling composite aircraft structures will
become accurately predictable as experience is obtained. Finally, structural and
aerodynamic design processes will become more integrated.

Strut-Braced Aircraft by Dr. Werner Pfenninger

The development of the strut-braced aircraft concept was influenced primarily by
structural, aerodynamic and materials considerations. Conventional transports, with the
typical cantilevered wings, reach an aspect ratio limit as they grow in size. The strut-
braced concept, by essentially off-loading the root of the wing, extends this aspect ratio
limit. Strut-braced aircraft actually allow for double the structural take-off gross weight
for the same amount of structure. Although one of the concerns with strut-braced designs
is the buckling of the struts, modern materials might alleviate this problem. Figure VG3-
1 shows a 20-year old strut-braced laminar flow control (LFC) long range transport
concept.

Since the strut off-loads the root portion of the wing, the chord of the wing at the root
can be substantially smaller since the bending moments that it sees ale reduced.
Reducing the root chord of the wing then permits the application of laminar flow control
technology as well as being able to design to a higher critical Mach number. Use of LFC
technology reduces the friction drag of the aircraft, thereby improving the L/D
substantially, by as much as 20% mole than for cantilevered wings even when accounting
for the parasitic drag of the strut.

Again, because the root of the wing of a strut-braced aircraft is thinner than for a
cantilevered wing, it is easier to satisfy area-ruling design constraints for a strut-braced
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aircraft. This means that the strut-braced concept allows for a more favorable transonic
design of the aircraft.

One important design consideration is the aerodynamic interference between the strut

and the wing as well as blockage at higher subsonic speeds. Figure VG3-2 presents the
cutout that is required to reduce the blockage at higher subsonic speeds.

In the mid-50's, a model was built and tested with a 35 degree sweep and a 9.5 aspect
ratio which supported the characteristics mentioned thus far. Of importance is the higher
L/D value that can be obtained by using strut-braced wings as shown in figure VG3-3.

One concern that has been raised in the past is a potential difficulty in parking the
vehicle at an airport gate with such high aspect ratios. One solution to this potential
problem would be to park other smaller aircraft underneath the high strut-braced wings.

Since the strut-braced concept results in a reduced wake-vortex hazard, this implies an
improvement in runway efficiency.

Span-Loader Aircraft by Roy Lange (presented by S. J. Morris)

(See "Review of Unconventional Aircraft Design Concepts", R. H. Lange, Journal of
Aircraft, Volume 25, Number 5, May 1988, Pages 385-392.)

What is a span-loader aircraft ? In a span-loader aircraft, the weight (or passenger
load) is distributed along the span of the wing to more evely match the loads on the wing
and reduce the point stresses encountered around standard fuselage configurations.
One obvious problem, however, is that a very wide landing configuration is required to
maintain this load balance which means that the span-loader may not fit on most existing
airport runways.

Another difficulty is that a thick airfoil is needed to adequately accomodate the cargo.
Airfoil thicknesses on the order of 20% would be about the order of magnitude required.
One potential solution would the Goldschmeid airfoil, which has boundary layer control
to improve the performance.

Based on previous studies it was shown that a span-loader concept can result in a 20%

decrease in operating empty weight, 8% decrease in block fuel, 10% decrease in gross
weight, 9% decrease in thrust, 15% decrease in acquisition cost, and 10-12% decrease in
DOC(direct operating cost) at a Mach number of .75 and a range of 3300 miles.

A Boeing concept, referred to as a Boeing 759, had a take-off gross weight (TOGW)
of 2,350,000 lbs., could carry a payload of over 1,000,000 lbs., had a wing-span of 350
ft., and a wing area of 26,000 square ft. (5 times the area of a B747). So, although these
were extremely large aircraft, the savings came from more efficient operation in the air.

One difficulty that has been pointed out with span-loaders is that these aircraft would

typically load from the wing tip. This presents an inefficient operational problem when
one has to unload one cargo and load another cargo in. The combination of
loading/operational requirements and landing/take-off requirements may indicate the

need for specially dedicated airfields, quite possibly the airfields that are currently being
surplused by the armed services.

Although structurally the span-loader is an efficient design, the bulk of its problems
arise in operations and operations support.

Gust and Weather C0nstroint,s of Advanced Aircraft by Terence J. Barnes (FAA)

This presentation addresses first the effects of advanced aircaft configurations on
airport productivity and, secondly, the effects of airport productivity on aircraft
configurations. The latter will address primarily the effects on structural design.

Beginning with the effects of advanced aircraft configurations on airport productivity,
some of the problems that need to be addressed are those of aircraft size and weight
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which affect the resultant wake vortex and, therefore, the level of turbulence in a given
area. In addition, certification of advanced configurations must also include, amongst
many other issues, cross-wind and tail wind limits, roll and yaw control, tire ground
speeds, and aircraft response to the turbulence that exists in the atmosphere or in the air
space. May include consideration of cross-wind gear to give more flexibility.

As an example, one can look at aircraft response to turbulence due to a gust in the
vertical direction. The basic equations are presented in. VG5-1. The aircraft gust
response due to vertical turbulence is shown to be a function of the lift-curve slope, gust
velocity, the forward velocity, the gust alleviation factor and the wing loading. Some of
these parameters you can control or modify but some you cannot. For example,
inspection of the lift curve slope indicates that aspect ratio is a major driver of lift-curve
slope which means that this parameter is different for straight-wing and swept-wing
configurations and can, therefore, be controlled. The forward speed and wing loading can
also be modified. One cannot, however, control or alter the turbulence in the atmosphere.

An advanced configuration that includes canards presents new problems. The FAA
put forward criteria that were used to certify the Beech Starship and other foreign aircraft.
These criteria are now rules in the small airplane FAR. The basic problem was to
determine how to handle gust response and gust criteria. In the FAA regulations, there
are two options for dealing with gust criteria. One is to fly an airplane through a 1-cosine
gust shape and the other option is to use a formula which looks very much like that
shown on FAR 23.333 (see VG5-2). The FAR 23.333, however, was based on flight
measurements of conventional configurations and was therefore not appropriate for a
canard configuration. The reason is that the canard tends to pitch up the aircraft before
the main wing enters the gust. Therefore, the criteria selected was that the canard

configuration fly through a 1-cosine gust function.
Shown in VG5-3 is a typical response of a canard configuration to a 1-cosine gust

function. As can be seen, the forward wing reaches its maximum load point before the
main wing, causing a slight nose-up pitch which results in the main wing load peaking
after the forward wing. Therefore, must be careful with canard configurations.

Now taking a look at the operations point-of-view, VG5-4 is taken from an article
written by Bill Hendricks, Director of the FAA Office of Accident Investigation. This
means that increased speed results in higher swuctural loads. If the airplanes are required
to speed up to fill slots, some airplanes are flown at speeds higher than the manufacturer
predicted for normal operation. Increased traffic results in more flights through
turbulence. This implies that with more turbulence and more restrictive air space, the
pilots have less room to maneuver around that turbulence. This reflects what was

mentioned by the United Airlines representative (earlier in the workshop) who suggested
operational flexibility to minimize those structural concerns. This means that, from the
FAA's standpoint, there is a need to build a loads data base to understand what the air
traffic system and the "hub and spoke" system are doing to the aircraft structure. There is
also a need to get information back to the pilots regarding the turbulence situation.

What is the FAA doing to minimize the impact of these concerns on the current
operating environment ? First, there is an attemp to increase the gust design criteria with
flaps extended. This is not welcome by the manufacturers but the FAA believes that they
have data to show that this might be necessary. Secondly, they are collecting loads
parameters on commercial transports in the U.S. hub-and-spoke system. And, finally,
they are working to develop an updated, near real-time system for turbulence reporting.

Looking at the first of those developments, some time histories (see VG5-5) show gust
speeds at around 60 ft/sec. These gust speeds exceed the values of the gust criteria in the
regulations which at cruise speed is 50 ft/sec and with flaps deflected it is 25 ft/sec.
There are several other time histories, but not all are presented. Instead, the results are
summarized as follows. In 9 out of 10 of the time histories, the flaps are deflected and
the range of gust speeds is fi'om 5(I to 70 ft/sec. So an obvious question is that if the
design criteria is 25 ft/sec for flaps deflected but the aircraft is experiencing 50 to 70
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ft/sec gust velocities, why didn't the airplane fall out of sky? There are two masons for
this. The first is that the design gust speed (25ft/s) is combined with the flap structural
design speed and these gusts occured at normal operating speeds which are lower than the
structural design speed. The other reason is the 1.5 safety factor. How much can this

safety factor be reduced before structural safety is put at risk? This is the reasoning for
the proposal to increase the gust design speed with flaps deflected. A compromised gust
design speed with flaps deflected of 40 ft/sec was reached figuring that, in combination
with normal operating speeds, increasing from the 25 ft/sec speed to 40 ft/sec would be

adequate. But manufacturers have removed this proposed modification from the plan that
was submitted to Washington, D.C.

The second element of the effort to minimize impact is to measure loads parameters in
flight on our current transports. There is a program already underway on USAir Boeing
737-400 (one recorder) actually collecting data. The FAA will be placing another

recorder on another B737-400 and then four recorders on a B757 (USAir). This program
will gradually be expanded to include the placement of recorders on the MD-80. The

FAA is currently looking for airline volunteers to participate in this program. Research is
also being performed to determine the minimum amount of instrumentation required to
perform a similar operation on commuters. Many commuters do not require the flight
data recorder, therefore there are no electronics suitable for feeding into a loads recorder.
This research is summarized in a paper put togetherby Mr. Barnes along with the
research center at the FAA entitled "The New FAA Flight Loads Monitoring Program",
AIAA 91-0258.

Some of the data that is expected to be obtained is shown in VG5-6 which is in the
altitude range of 30-35K ft. plotting exceedances per nautical mile of CG acceleration and

the solid black line is from NACA TN 4332 which is the basis for many manufacturer's
fatigue analysis. It can be seen that measured data from some B747s in operation in
Europe show that these are actually recording lower CG accelerations than would be
predicted by using the NACA TN 4332. The TN was considered to be fairly severe data
and was developed initially for design of missiles but is very widely used for transport
fatigue design.

But at an altitude range of 5-10K ft. (VG5-7), the recorded data exceeds predicted
values. It is believed that this is a direct result of how the aircraft are operated at these
altitudes, influence primarily by air traffic control and crowding.

The final development involves the automated reporting of metereological data by
aircraft. The goal is to disseminate metereological data to all users essentially in real time
and develop a worldwide turbulence map. There is an interim system in operation called
the MDCRS (Metereological Data Collection and Reporting System). This program is a
combined effort of the FAA, the National Weather Service, and Aeronautical Radio Inc.
The ultimate goal is to combine it into the Aeronautical Telecommunications Network.

The way the system works is that each airplane (see VG5-8), wherever it is flying, reports
a parameter to the ground. This parameter is a measure of the level of turbulence at that
point in space and time. It is important to be able to differentiate between aircraft motion

and atmospheric motion, of course. This parameter could be in terms of m/sec, or a
derived gust velocity, or a relative level of turbulence (mild or strong). These parameters
are sent to a ground station where the three-dimensional information (altitude and
geographic location) would be stored and analyzed. Access to this database would allow
pilots to plan their route accordingly, if they had the freedom to do so.

Turbulence data acquisition, over many years, has resulted in justifying a reduced gust
design criteria for airplanes in the clean configuration in the cruise mode. Manufacturers

of the most recent transport configurations are being allowed to use this reduced gust
design criteria based on the type of statistical data that was collected at cruise altitudes.

This results in a 10-20% reduction of design gust loads on the airplane. But archaic air
traffic control mode and ridiculous "hub and spoke" schedule, then what is being gained
in design criteria will be lost in fatigue. A plea was made from the FAA to modulate the
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hub-and-spokescheduleandalsoto modernizetheair traffic controlsystemto give the
pilots moreflexibility.

Someof thequestionsasked:
1). With regardsto theflapsextendedproblem,areall thosecasesator below10K feet
altitudeandin theterminalareamaneuveling? Do weknow anythingaboutthe
turbulencein theatmosphereatthoselocations?Are wedealingwith wakevortices?

All thatisknownat thispointis thatthesecasesarewith flapsdeflected,whichtends
to indicatethattheyarefairly closeto theairport. Wedonotknow if wearedealingwith
atmosphericturbulenceor waketurbulence.However,wedoknow thatpilotsarebeing
forcedto fly throughturbulence,whichtheywould rathernotdoandthereis alsoalarge
numberof airplanesin thevicinity.
2). Is theturbulencemappingareal-timedatabaseor acurve-fittingprocedure?

It isa nearreal-timeturbulencemappingwith atimeintervalof acoupleof minutesat
a givenlocation. It wouldeitherbesentautomaticallyto airplanesor airplanescould
interrogatethesystemto getthe information. Servesassamplinginformationto aidin
flight planning.
3). How difficult wouldit beto certify astrut-bracedaircraft?

Noproblemcertifying anyaircraft. Includingastrut-bracedaircraft. Recently
certified theAirbus A320with activeflight controls,completelyreevaluatedthe
structuralcriteria, andfor thefirst timeallowedfor avariablesafetyfactorbelow 1.5
basedonsystemstructureinteractionandthefrequencyof failuresof activecontrols;
from 1.5to 1.25(at low probabilityof systemfailure).

Conclusions by Walter A. Silva

It is clear from this session that structural design is a rapidly-evolving discipline with a
potential to significantly impact existing and future aircraft configurations. Advanced
aircraft configurations that were at one time proposed but subsequently rejected need to
be revisited and analyzed in light of the structural design concepts mentioned in this
session.

For example, how might the design of a strut-braced aircraft be impacted if the struts
are made of composites which are lighter than metals but possess high strength as well as
infinite fatigue life ? How might this strut-braced design also be impacted by the use of
smart structures at the wing tips (feathers) that could adapt, in an optimal fashion, to
different flight conditions and even different turbulence levels ?

It is also clear from this session that any rule which at one time was considered to be a
"hard and fast" design rule may not be so hard or fast tomorrow as technologies evolve.
This is evidenced by Mr. Barnes (FAA) presentation where, at the end, he mentions that
the FAA has certified the Airbus A320 and allowed a variation in the 1.5 safety factor
based on the reliability of active controls. This is clearly groundbreaking work and it
behooves the U.S. industry (and its partners) to actively pursue and exploit those areas
that could lead to a highly competitive product such as the A320. If the A320 had not
broken new ground in terms of new certification requirements, would it be as competitive
as it is ? That is, if the Airbus people had not decided to apply state-of-the-art
technologies to their aircraft but had instead proceeded with a "same as usual" approach,
there is a good chance that their product would not be what it is today.

It is very hard to ignore, once again, the example of the forward-swept wing aircraft.
What was once a failed aircraft built out of metal became a successful vehicle when built

with composites and active controls. Success requires that we take the risk involved with
new and sophisticated technologies. If we just do what we have always done, we will
simply stay where we have always been.
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Session Vh Aircraft/Airport as a System

by Christopher E. Glass

This chapter presents a overview of the aircraft/airport system session of the

workshop. Included after this brief overview are copies of the overhead slides

presented during the session. Additionally, a copy of Holmes' scheduled presentation

is included for completeness. The session was split between discussions on private

and general aviation aircraft, multidisciplinary design methodologies, and future

transportation alternatives. These subjects may not seem to be interconnected to the

aircraft/airport system; taken together however, these subjects provide a road map to

a new aircraft/airport system for our country, a way to get there, and some

alternatives for future transportation alternatives.

As a first step, we must look at where we are now. The present

aircraft/airport system provides for the transportation needs of the flying public.

During good weather conditions, one can expect an on time arrival at an airport,

however, one can expect delays if the weather becomes bad. As an example, if a

snowstorm affects the hub airports of the present system, delays of days can be

encountered by the flying public as experienced during the spring snowstorm of 1993.

The present system can and must be improved because the present system will not

provide for the future needs of our country. Even a marginal improvement in the

short term will ease the burden of facing hours of delay in huge aircraft traffic jams

in the nation's sky.

What should the aircraft/airport system of the future look like? The

presentations of Holmes, Crow, van't Riet, and Bushnell provide alternatives to the

present system. Use of private aircraft with advanced electronics and better use of

the smaller airports will relieve some congestion of our present system. The idea of

a hybrid automobile/airplane presented by Crow could be made into a reality if the

cost was within reach of the average citizen. The technology to build such a vehicle

is now available and mass production would make the vehicle affordable. The
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California corridor study of van't Riet and his students is also intriguing because it

provides a means of transporting vast numbers of people on the crowded west coast

without using the present highway system. Also needed are similar studies for the

southcentral, eastern, northeastern, and other densely populated areas of the country.

Another alternative is the MAGLEV transportation system presented by Bushnell which

will move people at greater speeds and lessen the future burden on the

airport/airoraft system.

Future transportation alternatives like those presented and others must be

identified and studied closely. Then well informed decisions as to the type and mix

of the future transportation can be made. One method to aid in these decisions is

multidisciplinary optimization. Multidisciplinary methodology is presently used to

optimize product development as discussed by Coen and Tulinius. Newman,

Sobieski, and Hou present multidisciplinary methodology as a tool which can be

applied to combinative disciplines. Extending the methodology to the limit, one could

use the multidisciplinary tool as a guide in decisions concerning parts of the future

air transportation system. By identifying the functional dependence between

configuration aerodynamics, enabling technologies, environmental concerns, economics,

safety, passenger comfort, public opinion, etc., one can then use the calculus of the

multidisciplinary methodology to optimize various future transportation system

possibilities including the aircraft and airport as a system. The nation would then be

in a position to take an aggressive posture in development of the technologies and

industries needed to move us toward a better air transportation system. By evolving

and acting on such an optimized future transportation vision, new economic

opportunities for the United States in advanced transportation technologies would be

created.

An example of using a multidisciplinary system approach to incorporate change

into the present aircraft/airport system for the future is discussed below. Presently,

to increase capacity or upgrade the air transportation system requires that either new

aircraft be designed to fit within the constraints of existing airports or new airports be
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designed to accommodate the present aircraft fleet. This restricts both the type of

aircraft and type of airport to a system with rigid boundaries allowing for little change.

Both the aircraft and airport treated in this manner are constrained by each other.

However, the air transportation system need not be so constrained. The future

transportation system may be based on a mixed fleet of aircraft using a mixed airport

system in conjunction with ground transportation. Such a system needs to be

optimized. A larger number of smaller aircraft including helicopters and tiltrotors could

use existing general aviation airports for short distance flights. If the forecasts of the

hybrid automobile-flying machine become a reality, there will be an increase of

smaller aircraft. For longer flights, the fleet could consist of a mix of present turbojet

aircraft, large seaplanes, and ultra-large aircraft. Large seaplanes require only a

marine runway and are ideal for moving people.along and between coastal regions

of the of country. Use of ultra-large aircraft in the mixed fleet will require modification

of a selected number of existing large airports. Ground linkage between small

airports, seaplane ports, large airports, and urban centers within such a mixed air

transportation system could be made by high speed rail, MAGLEV, or any other

ground transportation system. The consumer of transportation would then have a

number of options for their travel plans. A multidisciplinary approach to define such

a mixed air and ground transportation system is possible. Optimization of such a

system would increase capacity and upgrade our present air transportation system

without being constrained by the present system.
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Presentations in the Appendix:

"U. S. General Aviation: The Ingredients for a Renaissance, A Vision and Technology

Strategy for U. S. Industry, NASA, FAA, and Universities" Bruce J. Holmes, NASA

Langley Research Center.

"Advanced Navigation and Personal Aircraft" Steven C. Crow, The University of

Arizona.

"How Far Can the Multidisciplinary Methodology be Taken?" Perry A. Newman,

NASA Langley Research Center; Jaroslaw Sobieski, NASA Langley Research Center;

and Gene J. Hou, Old Dominion University.

"Multidisciplinary Design Research at NASA Langley" Peter G. Coen, NASA Langley

Research Center.

"Multidisciplinary Design Optimization is Key to Integrated Product Development

Process" Jan Tulinius, Rockwell International.

"Future Transportation Alternatives" Robert van't Riet, California Polytechnical State

University.

"MAGLEV" Dennis M. Bushnell, NASA Langley Research Center.
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U.S, GENERAL AVIATION:
THE INGREDIENTS FOR A RENAISSANCE

A Vision and Technology Strategy
for

U.S. Industry
NASA

FAA
Universities

January, 1993

Title

• In the Nation today, General Aviation
- Is a vital component in the nation's air transportation system
- Is threatened for survival
- Has enormous potential for expansion in utility and use

• This potential for expansion is fueled by new satellite navigation and
communication, small computers, flat panel displays, and advanced

aerodynamics, materials and manufacturing methods, and propulsion
technologies which create oppodunities for new levels of environmental and

economic acceptability,

Expanded general aviation utility and use could have a large Impact on
the nation's jobs, commerce, industry, airspace capacity, trade balance, and

quality of life.

p=nomm=

• Nation's economic strength and quality of life depend on the utility, capacity, safety, and
efflclan¢Jt of transportation and communications systems.

• In the U.S., Thrmmwives of Ixparmlon have occurred in transporlabon and
communications. These three waves have fueled the nation's economic growth
through the emigration of industries out of the cities, into the country.

1. The first wave occurred eadier than aviation, with the development of canals, rural
electriticalion, and railroads',

2. The second wave Occurred in the 1950's with the development el the interstate Highways
and Hub/Spoke ak"travel, as well as nation-wide telecommunications:

3. We are in the beginnings el the third wave, with the implementation el Fiber-optics,
satellite communications and navigation, and new air and ground transportation modes

- On the ground, new high-speed and light rail will serve a few hub cities; we could see the
introduction o! intelligent Vehicle/Highway Systems.

- In the air, we will see a new ganerabon of supersonic transport airplanes for transoceamc
travel; very large (600 to 800 passenger) subsonic jet transports; fast commuter
aircraft (perhaps including tilt-rotors); and, potentially, expanded general aviation to
mere completely serve the "off-airways" population in the nation.

I want In leave you today with an visionof how expanded general aviabon
transportation could contribute to the nat_n's future transportation infrastructure,
why now is the time for action; and how we can make it happen

GENERAL AVIATION SHIPMENT AND BILLINGS

_:" : Ti :Luu

1945 1955 1_65 197.5 lC385

_',eneral Aviation Shlomont and Blnlnae

• The oppodunities facing us are exciting, but the threats are serious:
- Active pilots down 15% in last 10 years
- Actrve GA fleet contracting, down t0%Yt0yrs; 3% list year; 75% fly <100 hrshjr
- Public use all'peril down 15%/10yrs; 43% FBOs operate at loss
- Aircraft production at 3% of 1978 peak; average _ - 25 years; technology > 30 yrs,

Jobs down over 50% in list 10 years from 43,000 to 20,000 in general aviation

- Imports today - exports of 1978
. Publio mlsperceptlons of G.A.'s roll in the air transportat_n system,
- A broad range el inhibitors to utility;
- The absence of a national technology strategy for general aviation.

• Before 1978, GA billings tracked the GNP/GDP. Oecoupled in 1978; reasons?:
- Product Liability
- Tax code changes
- GI Bill ended
- Availability of cheap, used airplanes to satisfy the "enthusiast" market

Most important from a technology strategy standpoint, alter 1978 we no longer invested
in the development of tecnnologies for utility. That is, the lower-and airplanes became
out-el-date with the increasingly complex airspace system. In contrast, the higher-end
airplanes did kee_ pace, and they are selling today.

p, Iroort Intrastru©ture (Hubs1

• The Nation's 27 largest air traffic hubs serve about 65 percent of the total
scheduled air carrier passengers.

• These long-haul route hubs are supported by the next level of service:
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Air'POrt In_tJ_C'44m (Hubll + _Moll(al|

• Thetop7t ;stgestandmedlumhubsserveaimestg0%otthenation.stotai
scheduled air carder passengers.

• Intotal. I_e current hub-spoke system serves 483 clue., with 582 airports. However, _is
hub-spoke system does not efficiently serve the nation's population which INes further than
one-houCs drive from those 582 aiq_oqts. This part of the nation's population is
without scheduled (or even readily available, at/ordabie, non-scheduled) air service, and is
therefore out of the country's econormc mainstream.

• These data beg the qmmtlon: "How can the nsUon's air Iranspormtio_ infrastructure be
expanded 1oprovide :,r se_ce to the rest of the population?" Th_s presentation
will suggest that the answer lies in oenerai aviation.

• The 9ood _ is that we already have invested in the ground and air vaific
management infrastructure needed to expand air transportation to the rest of the na_on:

- FAA Cap4ai Investment Plan ($32B) kx communications, navigation, surveillance
- And the rest of the infrastructure consists of the nat_n's general aviation airport

system:

General Aviation _frestr_ctum

• This is the general avlatk)n componenl of the nation's air transportation infrastructure
- Very under-ublized
- Threatened

- Need aircraft end a_rspece systems with higher utility to make full use of this national
asset.

• The general avtalion airport infrastructure consists of over 17,000 facilities,
13,000 airports, 5200 public-use airports

• These _rports provide many small and medium industries with transportation to their
customers, rapid, on-demand, rendom-eccese tranq)ortallon for parts delivery,
aerial ambulance services, end organ donor flight support. It is because of the
avaHebllity of ab"transportation that these airports help spread industry end
commefc4) throughout the nation.

• Even smell public-use airports contribute significant economic benefits In Virginia,
for example, the average public-use airport has only 23 aircraft based, and
contributes 1.6 million per year in economic activity, most of which is spent locally

• What you see hem is the rest of the nation's air transportation infrastructure which we
already own and which could be even more important, economically, in the future.

Teehnedonv Inaredimltl

• Let's look at the technology ingredients which can enable the developmont of a
new generation of _meral aviation aircraft, Specifically, Codq)JVAirl_Airplane
Tochnofo_les have matured in 19eO's and which will mature in the 1990's,
enable the potential for an expansion in the utility, safely, and use of general aviation
airp_enes in the U.S. air transportalion system

The devefopment of low cost, small computers and fiat panel displays hsve created the
opportunity to N)ply humen-cantered automal_n technofogles which can enable the
development of systems for controls, naviga_on, communication, end operations which
am easier to learn and relearn, and systems which can provide for computer aided
decislon-making for slmp_lfled operations in future airctalt. These systenta can also have
embedded instruction ca_ies; in fact, the cockpits in these future aircraft could have
dual use as simulators on the ground for training purposes.
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AIRPLANE 2000 Roskam, et,al., 1990

AIrsoace 2000

• Within the past several years we have seen a migration of weather information
centers out of the flight service weather bureau stations into briefing rooms at local
airports. The next logical step in the migration is for weather information 1o be
provided in the cockpit In fact such a system was test flown in a Piper Malibu
under a NASA SBIR research contract in the Summer el 1990, in Wisconsin. With
today's communications and sensor capal_lities, it is even possible have geceral
aviation airplanes report meteorological data to other aircraft and ground stations,
much the way the transport operators have started doing today.

• The development of GPS and other global navigation satellite systems is the most
significant revolution since the advent of radio navigation• This technology
will provide the accuracy to make every landing sight at least a Category I Precision
Approach. The accuracy is only half the story, the coil is the other half. As the use
of GPS navigators spreads throughout the wodd for both air and ground vehicles,
economies of scate will drive costs down.

• The final part of the Airspace story is the luture air traffic management system. The
The FAA has been provided with $32 billion Capital Investment Plan to
modernize the nevigabon, communication, surveillance, and control systems for
our nation's next generation airspace system. This system has the potential to
support the General Aviation Vision and strategy in this presentation.

Aimlane 2000

• In order for the next generation of general aviation airplanes to be
environmentally and economically acceptable, they need to take the fullest
possible advantage of advancements in
- acoustics,
- materials and manufactudng methods.
- aerodynamics,
- and propulsion.

• As the world's aircraft companies have learned to squeeze every last drop of
performance OUt of airplane designs, the competition has moved from performance
to product development cycle limes, This means thai significant competitive
advantage is gained by investing in the development of advanced computational
design tools, improved testing techniques, and lower cost manufacturing
technologies.

• These advancements need to be incorporated in order Io "pay the way," so to
speak, for the investment in the cockpit technologies which expand the
utility and safety.

GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT USE 1989

TOTAL = 35.012,000 HOURS

Mar_el Demand

• General Aviation enplanements = 1/3 of U,S. Air Carriers, 3 bmes commuter & Inrl Carriers
General Aviation miles flown (4,5578 bill_n) = Air Carrier (49478 billion miles)
- In terms o4enplanements, General Aviation is thenation'l largest eirtine!
- important to kx_kat P-Ms for 150 to 700 mile trips:

GA is 1/3 of those air trips, 4% of total air and ground
• for sherler tripm,<1.50 m., cars serve mosl of need
- for longer tnps, >700 m., longhaul scheduled air carr(ers serve most of need
- General Aviation could expand to fulfill more el the nation's need for the intermediate routes

• Whet'a wrong with this picture is that the growth rate forecast Ior general aviation is only
0.3%, or one-tenth of the growth rate of a healthy GDP growth rate• In comparison, the other
modes of air travelare forecast Io grow at rates of 4 to 7 percent.

• From the perspective el Icoop_eserved, G.A. is a bargepart of the national air
transportations system, is underutilitized, and can contnbule in our efforts to
improve airspace capacily and congestion

General AvlItlon Alrcmft MID

• G.A. flew 35M hours in 1989, twice the Air Carrier hours; 62% for cross-country

• 30% Personal Flying is the GA equivalent of tourist flying on the airlines
(54% el Air Carder flying is "personal'). Even the 30% personal use is important to
the economic health of FBO's so that they will be abte to serve the commercial

users (47% of nation's FBO's lost money last year)

• By the measure of value el usage, technology development for expanded use of
General Aviation would be a wise investment for the future U.S. Air Transportation
Syslem infrastructure
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U.S, Total Annual Air Traffic OoerlltlOnl. 1997-1989 Aver=?=

• An operation is an arrival or a departure.

• Total US. operations comprised ct 75% G.A. aircraft;

G.A. departures are nearly 4 times the rate of Air Carriers

• There are important dlffemncae between the two kinds of pilots and operations.

GA pilots tend to be part time, Ily into strange alrporta more frequently than scheduled

air carrier pilots, have less time to invest in initial and recurrency training, and have

!ass capable equipment both in terms at aircraft and systems performance, and
m cockpit flight syslems

• For maximum impact, research to improve the operational

Cal_lctty oi the national air transportation system should

address the cockpit and alrepllce technologies specific to G.A

airplanes and pilots in addibon to our current efforts for transport aircraft

General Aviation Accidents (1982-1988, AOP/VASF)

• Enormous improvements over the past decades for GIA accidents;

current fatalltkre/10O Khra la 1/2 of 1975 rata;

During past 4 years, G.A actl flown by salaried crews had fewer
acc_ents/t O0Khrs than scheduled air carriers

• The message in these accident statistics is that newly maturing technologies can

significantly impact nearly all of the kinds of accidents occurring today.

• The general aviation safety goal should be established by studying the reasons for the

outstanding record for corporate aviatK_ safety, understand the differences between the

pilots, equipment, and operations, then apply the lessons to all of general aviation.

• Terminal operations accRlertts include taxi, takeoff, climb, descent. IFR

and VFR approach, and landing. The casual lectors in these acc_enLs

laclude stall/spin or Other _ of control, attempted VFR into IFR

conditions, improp_ operations, and mid-air COllisions (which represent
0.5% Of all acodents).

• Cruise weather accidents are 4.7% of total, but 20.8% of fatal accidents. New technologies
are particularly relevant to this kind Of accident. It pilots can be awars on a near real time

basis o! their position, the relative location of weather and lerrain, this kind of accident

wouk:l greatly decrease. We have most of these technologies reedy for integration tbday.

The challenges are human factors engineering of the displays, and certificabon.

General Aviation Human Factors Accidents (1982 - 19881

• Overwhelming proportion: Human Factors
- Involving fllghl deck; ATC-flight deck interactions; aircraft

maintenance; and airways maintenance

• The airframe/engine/systems play a decreasing rote in accidents.

• Definition of "Human Factors" related accidents
- Judgment
- Man-machine interface

- Need to include other than "Pilot-Error" in this category,
Numerous casual factors include:
- improper maintenance
- improper installation
- improper overhaul
- improper part
- improper assembly

• Technology offers to greatly alleviate many "Human Factors" accidents

• We need to expand General Aviation activities in the National Human Factors
Research Program
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Fuel Effl_ Cornoarlson=

• This figure illustratas the strides of the past two decades in airplane performance

We have seen a doul_ing Of the fuel eftic_cy at a given speed; conversely, we have

seen a doubling of the speed at a given fuel efficiency

• While these gains ate impressive, even further gainl are possible from advancements in:

- Drag reduction aerodynamics, including laminar flow control
- Lighter weight structures and materials

- Improved engines with lower power.to.weight rabes and fuel burn

• As the world's airplane manufacturers continue to take advantage of these advancements,

a new driver for competition is emerging: Woducl development cycle lima. The ability el

U.S. manufacturers to compete in the luture will inoreesingly depend on their ability to

reduce the 5me required to design, test, and certify new aircraft and systems. Aeronauhcs

research can contribute to reduced cycle times by improving the speed and accuracy ot

compulatlanal design tools, testing techniques, and certification processes.



OBSTACLES TO UTILITY)BSTACLES TO UTILITY

Oblticlal to UltlIW

• Tho crltlcll quasl_n is, "What obstacles inhibit theexpanded use otGeneral Aviation aircraft?"
This is _ impanant qu,esflon because the i_lutlonl lie in the answers.

• Cost ofOwnershipI operation/ nearly all-weathersystems performance
- Product liabilityaddsto the purchase price
• Current Woduc_onrates o| 1500 airctait do notcommandeconomy of scale
- Tax laws, Airlir_e_ilion, Reliability
- Both Jmchnoloo¥and volume are required to bringcostsdown.

• Proficiencyrequirements
• Learningand re-learningto fly airplanes requiresexpensive time/cost
- Airplanesmust be made easier to learn and re-learn how to fly

• GeneraJAviabonfleet safety is not yet compelRivewithautomobiles
- The goal for G.A should be toachieve corporatelevels of safety; Rwill be difficultto achiese, but

technology offers segniflcant help.

• Ride comforl
• Gust response
• Int_'ior noise:withoutheadphones;
• Features: air-oo_l_ftiotling; audio systems:fl_ghlphones

Utilization Inhlbitors. (Concluded_

• Airport noise concerns top the list. The threat ot curtailed, curfewed, and
and outright banning of aircraft operations at many of the world's airports is
increasing.
- Advancod acoustlce technologies have improved our ability to to deal with

these threats.

• Until safety improves for the entire General Aviation fleet, the community
acceptance for this mode of travel will remain low.
- The safety goals previously discussed can be sought after through the

application of cockpit Information and display technologies.

• Emissions are becoming an increasing concern as subsonic lleet sizes
increase•
- From a technology standpoint, we need to look at the application of advanced

electronic engine controls and alternative engine cycles and fuels on future
fleet emissions.

• The elitist image which many in the public have for General Aviation is a result
of the fact that a relatively small part of the population makes direct use of this
mode of travel. As an increasing pad of the population comes to experience
the benefits of General Aviation, either directly, or Indirectly, this image should
change.

PROGRESS IN TECHNOLOGYPROGRESS IN "ECHNOLOGY

Proorelm In Technoloov

• Since the last applications of signifc,ant technical advancements in
G.A,, numerous technok>gies have become a part of everyday life in mass
markets and presumably could contribute to the development of new airplanes.

• These non-aeronautical technologies have established the level of expectation
of the marketplace for luture airplanes which would be marketed to travelers beyond the
histotica_ "enthusiasl" market.

Proareas In "lrachnoloov. tConcluded_

• During the plat decade aeronautics technologies have advanced significantly.

• Many of these technologies have been incorporated into the modem fleet of
bu$1nela Jet and turboprop aircraft built and selling in the U.S. today. However,
these technologies have not been incorporated into the smaller aimraft which have
lees and lees of _ utility needed for safe, comfortable, economical operation in

today's increasingly complex airspace system
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Future Technol_lv Driyera

Direct brcadcast setoltiles ruby be commercially operatcc, ally balers 1994 to carry both
voice and video thfotmation

The first GPS precision approach is plann_:f to be operational this summer for the
Experimental Aircraft Association convention in Oshkosh, Wisconsin,

Near real-time weather predate in the cockpitco4_dbe available on a subscription basis
by 1995.

Advanced engine activities which are underway at NASA could result in a rolary e_gina flight
evaluation In the 1995 time frame

The advent o_satellite based cellular telephones could add a new dimension of creature
comfort end convenience to all air transportation.

The U.S. $32 billion investment in the FAA Advanced Airspace System has the potential to
support the next generation general aviation transportation sef_'y, utility,and expansion
goals. ATC Datalink, as pert of the COmmuniCationssystem impcovements, couldbe on line
before 1998).

Future Technoloav Salvers (cont'dl

• TerraFIops computing will increase speed 1000-fold and decrease cost of
high-pedormance computing.

• Fly-by Light/Power-by-wire will come into maturity in the next decade

• Intelligent Vehicle/Highway System may provide for crucial economies of scale
fcr GPS components and flat panels when produced at the level of millions of
units/year for automobiles.

• Advanced Weather Measurements

- ASOS: (NWS, 537 units, 1992 - 1996)
- Awes: (FAA, 40 units, 1992 - 1993)
- NEXRAD: (NWS, 113 sites, 1993- 19967)
- TDWR (FAA, 47 sites, 1993 - 1995)
- Profilers (NWS: Block 1, mid U.S, today

Block 2, 200-300 units nationwide about 2000 a.d.)
- MAPS (NCAR/NWS, Aviation Gddded Forecast System, 1998)

• General Aviation's capability to serve the U.S. transposition needs is threatened,
but GA can be revitalized with vastly greater setoty, capacity, utility and efficiency
to contribute tully to U.S. economic growth.

• Newly maturing technologies have laid the foundations for genaml auiatio_ to
expand, not only to meet U.S. minds, but to meet foreign market needs
(especially third world) as welt.

• As interoational ieronautidal competition has squeezed needy ever I,-,t
mile-per-oalon out of technologies, the competitive ptaytng field of the fulure
will be dominated by who can move the fastest throuOh ptoducl development
cycles. This means that to be compalitlve, the U.S. must inveaf tn the
devalopmant of teofmoiogtes affecting fester, more a_curate eomputattonal
design tools, advanced tailing techniques, lower cost, faster manutscturlng
techniques, and more rapid earllflcatlon processes.

• The primary task of tha NASA Advisory Council, Aeronautics Advisory Cornmttlee,
Tlmk Force on General Aviation Transpo¢lation is to address the last point
concerning a national technology strategy to define what lechnotogiea are needed
to enable general aviation to contribute to the national airspace cepl¢lty issues
and revitalize the U.S. general aviation industry through expanded use and
vohiroi_ nf nrottuctton tNhill_ rlroltiid Itlhilitv i_; r,till nriti¢._l reellFirnh nl_lnninll mli_',l
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• The General Avifion Safety goals could be established by translating the lessons
from the uln-sale cerporals operations, where feasible, to the General Aviation
fleet.

•Elsctmnic VFR: means minimize the IFR/VFR distinction
- Wide field of vlew dleplays

Sthgll, GPS-based universal apWeach procedures end systems
- Near tel-lime weather in the cockpit

• Decislon.Aided Flight Planning and Operations
- increased autonomy, transparent to operator
- Integrated weather, traffic information in the cockpit for preflight, enrouto operations

QPS-based random access, polnt-to-point navigation

• Elnctronk: Cod_olt Libraries
- Optical storage of enrouts and terminal navigation information
- Dataltnk for comm and clearance Information

- Electronically sto_ed arid displayed aircrafl performance data

• Dual-UseCockpits
- Embedded Flight Training (recurrent and, ultimately, initial)
- Intuitive (denoupled) flight controls and displays
- Flight envelope protection systems

- Self-teaching simulators and onboard flight systems

• Aircraft for expanded general aviation utility must meet community
environmental expectations, and user expectations for utility and cost.



Toch noloov 8bateov

• Establish viability of a new transportation mode:

- EnvironmentaJ

- Economc

- Technical

- Political and social

• Establish public constituency in support of a new sir bransportat_on mode

- 191"o/if-airways" communities throughout the nation
- G.A. is today where the automobile was in the 1930's before the Interstate Highway System

- Educate pubtic about the future G.A. role

• Integrate research with certification processes for new techllologies.
- Predrctal_e cost to ce_fy

- Predlctab4e time to certify
- Use o4 r_mulation for advanced fligllt systems ce_tifioation

(systems rerl_lity, compatiDtiity, interoperability)

• Work to assure that the capabdibes in the Automated Airspace Systa_ wil tuly

enable and support this general aviation vision.

• Capitalize on new capabilitiesfor technology development and transfer involving
cooperative-proprietary government/industry efforts

- New ways for Industry/Government to collaborate for competitiveness

- Strengthen weak link in the technology development chain: validation

- NASA / FAN Universities/SBIR

Advanced Navigation and Personal Aviation

Steven C. Crow

Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Deparb'nent
The University of Arizona

Presented at the NASA Langley Research Center

Workshop on Air Transportation System Productivity
1 July 1993

SMALLER, CHEAPER. BE-TFER IN CIVIL AERONAUTICS

Current Paradigm

Hub and spoke routes

Large platforms

Expert_lo_

Rigid schedules

Human traffic management

Sen/iceorientation

Alternative Paradigm

Network routes

Small platforms

Automatic control

Flexible schedules

Electronic traffic management

Consumer product orientation

INTELLIGENT AIRCRAFT/SKYWAY SYSTEM

SuggesUon

NASA sho_d undertake a major program on I_lige_ Aircraft/Skyway

Systems _complementtheDOT program on I_elligo_ Vehicio/1-1ighway

SyMems,

Mission

The IE)rogram mission is to develop and demonstrate a new civil aviation

system based on an electronically defined airspace of unprecedented safety

and utility.

The program will integrate the traditional disciplines of aeronautics with the

revolution in information technology and will facilitate the reinvestment of

aerospace technology into civilian products.

BOEING B'47E

Fig. ll_l, Boeing B-47E Stratojel,
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BARROWS EDITORIAL, 26 APRIL 1993

Economics 101 Takee Right

Anyway, it's hard to imagine cutting-edge research helptng the commercial akcrait
industry. If you can tell a Boektg 727 from a Boeing 757 (most passengers nelther
know nor care) you will recognize that the new generldton of commercial airplanes
produced Itltto o¢ no enhancement of passenger welfare.

Evefl _dkles gabled littto advantage. The new planes lu'e more rued _ and

requlre two pilots in the cockplt instead of three, but these Iow_ed vadalde oosts

are Idvlal compared wilh the Immense fixed costs of new planes wlth stlcker pdces
double or triple the previous generatlon's.

HUB AND SPOKE GEOMETRICS

Tucson to Wichita vie Euclid

858 statute miles direct.

American Alrlinn

1,165 miles via Dallas at average speed of 169 direct mph.

United Aidlnu

1,052 mires via Denver at average speed of 158 direct mph.

Hub and Spoke Averages

Distance amplification of 1.29 and speed of 164 direct mph.
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PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGES OF AN AIRPLANE OVER AN AUTOMOBILE

Parameter Mazda RX-7 Lancair 320 Airplane

Advantage

p (slug/ft 3) 0.002378 0.001756 1.35

c (Ib/hr/hp) 062 0,45 1.38

;1 0.90 0.85 0.94

Sd (ft 2) 7.20 1.60 4.50

Rolling Yriction 1.18

Net airplane advantage 9.30
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CAPITAL COSTS

Lancalr 320

$150,000/2 seats = $75,000 per seat.

Boeing 757

$42,000,000/195 seats : $215,000 per seat amor_zed over 2,700 flighthours
per year.

Conclusion

Small airplanes must be time shared or their prices reduced to automotive
levels to compete on capital costs.

• 18 satellites, plus 3 active spares

• 6 orbit planes

• 12 hour period

20,000 km height
• (almost) full coverage

(24 hours per day everywhere in the world)

c_ c, P5 ^u_.m¢_ May 1917
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GPS Signals

L1 C/A Carrier (1.58 GHz)

L1 P Carrier (1.58 GHz)

L2 P Carrier (1.23 GHz)

L1 P Code (10.2 MHz)

L2 P Code (10.2 MHz)

L1 C/A Code (1.02 MHz)

12

A

&
It

[

4

p

o_
too 6OO

/_" .... -_,telllte Co_u_1

BP (m) -11.36 1.7Z

(_h) -O.IN 8.67 "=ec J

teeriug I_eel _gle -2.52

Steeriag Illmel Pate 0.80 doll/

1'eackimllFilter top PIRa _ _-tJi 3 t? 21 O
11]:51:14 12-13-1991 I,k_kl©leSat8 3 17 Zl O

h_== amj ks9 to contlN

HOW PRECISE IS GPS?

GP8 Code

DOD guarantees 100 m (2drms) with Selective Availability (S/A).

Differential GPS Code

About 3 m (rms) vertical.

Dllferentlal GPS Code with Carder Phaee Smoothing

Maybe 1 m (rms) vertical.

Douhie Dlffecence Carrier with Real-Time Integer/lunblgulty Re=olutlon

Potentially 2 mm (rms) vertical(

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Gk)MI|=_=luo_ngSymm

Provides basis for navigation, Weal;ion guidance, and collisionavoidance.

Have legal structure of tumplke authorities to control liability.

Operate transformer stalions.

Own and mainlain sky modules.

8mrear=

Passenger plus road module is 8 good automobile.

Passenger plus sky module is a good airplane.
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ISSUES

Policy

Administrative status of the Global Positioning System.

Public acceptance of safe automated air travel.

Information Technology

Reliability of GPS guidance and control.

Architecture of skyway protocols and software.

Vehicle Technology

Application of automobile engines to aircraft.

Integration of "hard* metal and "soft"composite structures,

CONCLUSIONS

The GlobalPositioningSystemcanbe the basisforautomaticguidanceand
controlof aircraft,includingprecisionlandings.

CollisiOnscan beavoidedthroughpacketradiobr°adcastsof GPS positions
and velocities.

Automaticcontrolallowstheuseof smallaircraft operatingfromthe nation's
15,000airports,comparedwiththe600 or sowithcurrentscheduledservice.

Geometricaladvantageofdirectflightversushubandspokeistypicafly1.3.

Performanceadvantageof smallaircraftversusB757 is t .4-1.8.

Net operatingadvantageof directflightswithsmall aircraftis 1.9-2.3.

Capital cost advantage of small aircraft is 2.9 withoutbenefit of mass
production.

Productionof smallaircraftcouldbea signatureindustryofthe 21stcentury.

HOW FAR CAN MULTIDISCIPLINARY
METHODOLOGY BE TAKEN ?

Perry Newman & Jarek Sobieski
NASA Langley Research Center

Gene Hou
Old Dominion University

Workshop on
Potential Impacts of Advanced Aerodynamic Technology

on Air Transportation System Productivity
NASA Langley Research Center

June 29-July 1, 1993
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WHAT IS MULTIDISCIPUNARY METHODOLOGY?

• Word Defin{(ions

- "Multidisciplina_/"

(1) Consisting of or containing many disciplines

(2) Affecting many disciplines

- "Methodology"

(1) Body of methods, procedures, postulates, working
concepts, etc.

(2) Logic dealing with principles of procedure

(3) Science of methods or arrangement

• Common Perceptions or Misconceptions

- Frequently local with few interactions

- Disjoint or sequential in time

- Only global systems

• Multidisciplinary Reality

- Subconscious or reflex actions

- Conscious or natural equilibrations

- Formal mathematical procedures

__'_'__. Co mon

_i_1 _r_:, =_Perceptions?

'_,," ;-ii _. _,_..-¢u_-=6"n, tJ,,,.eoh.,el_= "= Multidiscipllnary system

___._.
._%_:',_,1__t., Structures
.;il_,_=, ., - _.ik

,_ Lowobservables

4 Operations

4 Aero/Propulsion

4 ControLs

WHAT IS MULTIDISCIPUNARY DESIGN |

OPTIMIZATION (MDO)? |

Word Definition

- "MDO'-Methodology for design of complex (engineering)
governed by mutually interacting (physical)

phenomena and made up of distinct interacting subsystems

ConcsptuaJComponents
- De.Orientedana_j_es
- Apprmdrna_on concepts

- System mathematicalmodeling

- Design space search algorithms

- Optimization procedures

- Human interfaces

WHAT IS MULTIDISCIPBNARY DESIGN "_

OPTIMIZATION (MDO)? |
(Continued) •

"Dimensions" of MDO

- Scale or size of system

- Multidisciplinary con'_etenees of system

- Depth ot degree of analysis

- Dynamic or time response scales

• LimitationstoMIX)

• Poten_al of MIX)

r
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Multidisciplinary (Md) Design Phases

Detaibd

Cex:epe_ Pre=n_=,_ Dealed Rn= or _me
or Sp=_



Hierarchic

_rfmm
Eu_lag.
Wing
Box
Bib= & _xhm

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
DECOMPOSmONS

Non-Hierarchic

Flexiblewing:

_rodyn.
Structure
Gontrols

Hybrid

Rexible wing wl_
substructuring

MULTIDISCIPLINARY CONNECTIVITY I

HiSAIR Example

BIBIBII

IR(i ,

lira

Analysis NxN Matrix

Multidisciplinary (Md) Design Phases

RequirementsConceptualPreliminary
or Smcs

GENERIC MDO EXAMPLE

Two Design Variables New Corudralnt
Two Constraints Adses

WING MINIMUM _ _ _/2

-01

ASI_EC1 RATIO ASPEC1 RATIO

T9

GENERIC TIME RESPONSE

T4

I

......... i

......... I

....... l

I

r

-_I pr0po., IT,
t

Evaluation I T2

t
Modification I T3

Implementation J Te

t ,
uperatlo¢l T7

Suooort
t

Revision l "re

Integrated Controls

Ffight .Deck

ACOUStics

Propulsion

Performance

Aeroclynsmics

S_uctuPas

Weights

Aeroelastics

Controls

MDO FOR AIRCRAFT

Md A Completeness

Detail

Preliminary

Conceptual

Requirement= or Specifications

Analysis

Final
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MDO FOR AIRCRAFT, PRODUCT/PROCESSI

Manufacture

SYSTEM

Md

MDO An,ly_.,J IF

Completeness :i A : !
* "N::

L:Z - t ..... •
P ; V ;''. "T. N ; •
R : I ; :i A : : : A : .

0 _ A ::: :: T !: : T
D ; T ; " I ;i : : I : ;: .--- :.:

J U : I :.: ;0 _: : O : :-"d"

III' cl :o:i ;N:! ! A" :i: i _, i ....

II PI : i! :iOi-: i: : _ : : SiZe_

i] n I : s : : R:::: :: s ::: : ii
II of :v:::: ::R:i: :i Y ::: : s ::

sl iZi:!i :!0!: : '_ : : T ::

LIMITATIONSTO MDO

Physical System

- MultJdiscipllnaryunderstanding
- Mathematical modeling

- Computational feasibility
- Time response

Social & Po]_ Issues
- Non-ratmnalelements

- Existingregulations
- Economicconsiderations

- JnsUtutior_d inertia

- Diverse acceptance
- Uncertaintime scales

I

POTENTIAL OF MDO

* improveddesignprocessand product

• Enhancedcommuncationamong subsystems

• Answered "WHAT IF?"questions

. Enabled byrecently developed MDO tools

• Doabte on emerging"Teratloprate"machines

• Exlendabie beyond"conventionaldesign" into:
- llfecycle times
- det_ analysisdepths

- _tem sizes

- multidiscipiinary completermss
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MuItidisciplinary Design Research

at NASA Langley

Peter G. Coen

Presented at the Potential Impacts of Advanced Aerodynamic

Technology on Air Transportation System

Productivity Workshop

June 29-July 1, 1993

Presentation Outline

• Motivation and Background

• Research activities

Muttidisciplinary analysis system

Data management

Optimization methods

• Conclusions

BACKGROUND

• Multldlsclplinary _ch Advisory Committee (MRAC)

- Set up airframe integration multidisclp4inary structure
Use High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) as vehicle focus

• HISAIR Goals

Establish multidisdplinary analysis process
Improve discipline interactions and level of fidelity

Develop muitidiscipltna.'y optimization methodology
Apply MIX) to design with higher fidelity analysis

TO 19Se'l

LATE LeTI_I

INe'l

DESIGN -- PROBLEM OF SCALE

Communication Scaling Problem

•llle spl_lay !_

11_ I_ Wil Ne Cm_¢

Aklzpmllbm • m I_

LaRC PARTICPATING DISCIPLINE
ORGANIZATIONS

"t H V
I_TTIAL
DATA

ANALYSIS
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Geometry Development

• Established expertly staffed and well equipped laboratory
environment (GEOLAB)

Suda_ modeling
O_ Oenemlon
Flowvisualization

• Develop system to significantly reduce time required to
generate detailed snall_s models (SMART)

- Conduct geometry related research
• Surface _ intermsofdesignvariables
• Automaticgridgeneration

Geometry Development System Improvement

CURRENT PROCESS

SMART CENTERED PROCESS

Grid Perturbation Approaches

(Xj,Yj)

(XI, Yz+AY,)

(Xt,Y,)

FULL FIELD:

AYj = AY 3

TRANSLATED SHELL:

AY I = AY]

FOR J >J s

AYj = AY!

Computational Approach for Flexible Wing Loads

Initial Grid &

flow solver

Structural

modu_

Aerodynamics

• Sludy most efficient use of different leveM of analysis

• Study prediction of Ulermal loads with Navier-Stok_ codes

• Inleract with Structures discipline for development of
flexible wing analysis tochnique

• Develop sensitivity derivaUve generation methods for
higher order analysis methods

Structures

i Interact with Aerodynamics discipline In development oftechniques for mapping aerodynamic and thermal loads

Improve techniques for structural optimization with finite
element methods

Sectionpropertiesanalysis
T_ disp_:;ernentlimits
Flutterconstraints
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Aeroservoelasticity

• Develop integrated system for analysis of aeroso_oelastic
characteristic of aircraft

Flutter,divergence, controlreversal
Damping
Flexible-to-rigid raUos for stabilityand controlderivatives

• Interact with Structures and Optimization for incorporation

of flutter constraints in structural optimization studies

RESULTS OF AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS OF

MACH 2.4 HISAIR CONFIGURATION

FLIGHT ENVELOPE CLEARANCE

1000 SL o 2o 3o

/ ..... 50 L • static Lorlg tud Fill] Instabl Ity

A_. OperoffJonM Envelope
Knoll t .2 AefollaoU¢ Envelope

/, / IO AtfltuCm (10CG fl)

0
0.0 t .0 2.0 3.0

Nlach Number

CONTROL SURFACE REVERSAL

Equ_umm Alr'=l_ed, Knot=

--. Lmsdtng Edgelnboard I

.... Trailing Edge klbOllrd
-- IJading Edge Oulbom'd
.-• Trailing Edge Outboard

Dynamics and Control

• identify sources and methods for development of required
data

Stabilityand control derivatives
Actuator and engine dynamics

• Develop integrated control system analysis and design tool

Control Qricnted Muhidisciplinary Modeling, A_nalysis and _esign

"COMMAND"

Dynamics mocleling
Vehicle performance and handling qualities analysis
Controller synlhesis

• Develop communication of results to other disciplines

Data Management

• Development of data tracking and retrieval system
- Determineform and contentofdata models

-Geometry
- Aerodynamic force and moment coefficients
- Stabilityand controlderivatives
- Rexible-to-rigid ratios
- Vehicle performance

- Developuser interfaceanddatabase library
- OSF/Motif
- INFORMIX network based dbms
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Data Ihnagement System
Optimization Methods

• Study application of sensitivity analysis and optimization to
large multidleclpllnary problem

• Use ongoing "Pathfinder" problem

- Structural optimization with fixed planform

- Planform and camber optimization with empirical

structural weight

- Combined Aero-Structure-Performance optimization

CONI"IGURAI"ION OPTIMIZATION

7

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Wing Skin Thickness

INITIAL DESIGN

FINAL DESIGN

THICKNESS

(IN)

0.25
0.20

0.15

0.10
0.05

0.00

.91o419-O_'ifb

Concluding Remarks

• ParUcipatlon In multidtacipllrmry reseerch is enhancing
cooperation between dlecipllnes at Langley

• New research topics am being pursued

- Geometry generation

- Geometry pararneterization

- Coordinated use of different levels of analysis

- Aerodynamics and structures interaction

- Dynamic analysis and control system development

- Data management

- Optimization methods
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Multidisciplinary Design
Optimization

Is Key To Integrated Product
Development Process

Presantod by:

J. Tulinlus

Rockwell International
Norlh Amed¢an AJfcr|ft

PO, Bo_ _Oil

Loll AIHi_III, CA

APPROACH TO DEVELOP QUALITY
AFFORDABLE PRODUCTS
m

_OOUCT,gNOCE|I WJR_II_| Sl

MI>O • ¢=N_ _,YF_

• O_T,V_ OCoNlr_C.LLAmJE
k_A_CrTE_S

U LOSSOU( TON(_$E

NO

_S { AFFORDABLE ,

__'

QFD FLOWS CUSTOMER NEEDS DOWN

TO PRODUCT/PROCESS PARAMETERS
CUStO_IEn

L i] ............P,I^P,'IIr̂C V_ Wm

-, L'I r

41,

FLOW DOWN FROM REQUIREMENTS
TO DESIGN

=

_,_ _,L_ ¸

i i_I

FLOW DOWN FROM REQUIREMENTS
TO DESIGN

r

\

CONCURRENT ENGINEERING STRONG
INTERACTIONS

_R_O_M_CS i W6 _n.o_s o_ os$ costs

_,o_._-- ___ _:° I- - _ o,s
T ---_-',;° I-_-_-,_--_:- [

EFFECI_VENESS DESIGN MFG PROCESS SUPPORT PROCESS
TRADES TRADES _SlGN TRADES DESIGN TRADES

• OPIBqA'_i4ALAppROaCH • _UItATIO_ • kbk'nEP_l_J_ , ACCLSS
concept- s_IE_o - F_nn¢ 'r=oN . OrS_SS_NIL_

- _A_O_O - IlSlC L_VOU_S A_C_Ulll.V
smuctu_L . _U_NJT_

. oese_v.kr_ suesvs_Bvs . U_KE:_UV

• ,: .: •

[ ........ ;,,_.,-----_ ........ ] r-co,;j co,, ]

___ _

cos'r,_r_cTiv_.(ss ;
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Antenna Problem For

Satellite Application

_ Rockw•l Imem_t_l

VERY SMALL APERTURE TERMINAL

(VSAT_ SATELUTE SYSTEM CONCEPT

(oes)

W_T Grou ArdeMj vllndBased V'SA¥ T_

Corydon Ohlmotor < $ ft.

Meier/ vtd*e "

_ beK,R_ _

CUSTOMER NEEDS/GOALS FOR SATELLITE
ANTENNA SYSTEM

• Antenna to transmit and receive video slgnlds ('rv)

• SMMIIto In synchronous orbit • 22,300 miles abovs earlh

• Operalional Ufeitme of 20 years

• High transmitter/receiver CNR

• Assigned frequency (FCC) Ku-bemd 11.7-12.2 GHz Downtink

14 - 14.5 GHz Upitnk

• High RF Bandwidth

s Satellite Antenna _ 3 lent In diameter

• FM-AM conversion at the receiver

• VSAT ground antenna s 1.5 feet In diameter

• Satellite antenna must be 8ffordmlo

• Schedule - 18 months from design to operation In odait

_ _,.i k_erNmo_l

LINK ANALYSIS PROVIDES THE INITIAL
VALUES FOR THE MDO

i

r IklelllBe

JcN.. 4_ram L, t.0, _ F,,_-,-W _ZO_

.... ., _ '._,"
z _Gem _I.......".( ......"_1/ _ I,., .,•,,

)" Pie teu -lind•I,........ t/I \ J---- ..
J_ " //I % IhW'L/oh_, .._,m

Multidisciplinary Design
Optimization (MDO)

COMPLETE MDO PROCESS

BASELINE

ANALYSIS

L
dy/dX_-_V/d x SOLVE FORGLOBAL

• TAYLOR I

SERIES r -Y_ _ OPTIMIZER SENSITIVITIES

[ EXPANSIONS _ X L_ / PERFORMOPTIMIZATION

x,y no_
yes_ _
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SOLVE FOR GLOBAL
SENSITIVIW DERIVATIVES

GLOBAL SENSITIVITY MATRIX

L 0 0
1 0 " _,..,,m_ ***

- _ 0 0

0 1 0*" 0 0

• . : • .
• • • •

.im'_ m_j 0 0 eee | 0

0 -- _ 1-- -- 0 I " * 0

+ mll+_l I)lm

m.,

1

ILOllAL LOCAl.

szmmMtms_ _j__

¢BCP_ LI

d mlma alia. 0 Imll_l _1. 1

dJmmB.Im _1

i /I

d mlleml _ a ittNn4 ¢h. I

¢B,ISLL II

d Im Ill. 4 I|M dllL I

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS

ROMTS D_SiGN_ MFG O&S
RF BANDWIDTH INPUT POWER FAB PROCESS LAUNCH TYPE

: aeINz _ I+_ii : 11_ IlralLX
7' •0 mNS

m : I_ *: m *
n_T41

ANTENNA mmum._
h_lh I

FREQUENCY DIAMETER _ wb_

ms
q* i-Nmu mqle oJ 41o_ bqpwmn,_m

m : : -

RECEIVER ANI_NNA

ANTENNA DIA. EFFICIENCY

ANTENNA

MATERIAL

m_z: c.¢p_ Mm

mI

mx

I_Jlmulla.ml_mu_d
mJl
mNkHn 14 dRmmlt_

ICONS
mm

I_ _wd _l_,wmm.¢

CASE1

fixed

I RQMTSIL
RF BA NDV, qOTH

7, va

FREQUENCY

RECEIVER

ANTE_qA DI_

optlml_

DESIGNI
INPUT _R

ANTENNA

_AM_ER

o.s ,1 _lll

ANTENNA

F_NCY

ANTENNA

MATERIAL

i. ii iii

fixed fixed

jlo,sl
FAB PROCESS L._UNCN "PC'P E

CASE 2

fixed

RF BANDWIDTH

k_tl : Io IIm_ or

_ eJI

FREQUENCY

I¢1111 : ii Ol,ll

RECEIVER

ANTENNA DIA.

optlm zed concurrent_

o s,o.1[ +o
INPUT POWER FAB PROCESS

ANTENNA _

DIAMETER _ _

*am*l; l.s It_
smmmJ

ANTENNA

EFFICIENCY

Iml_l: sis+

ANTENNA

MATERIAL

um_t _

_11_11 z : c_el< IIi1+

fixed

o&s

LAUNCH TYPE

m_e
_m m

CASE3

fixed

FREQUENCY

ANTENNA _

optimized concurrently

_DESlG_ [ MFG l I O,S
INPUT PO_R F_ PROCESS LAUNCH WPE

w_s w_e

ANTENNA i

DIAMETER _m_ m_v_m _ _m_

*I*.* a s, mum*
+OWl lql_i

ANTENNA

EFFICIENCY

ANTENNA

MATERIAL

m_z: C_m_ _ed

CASE 4
i

optimized concurrently

I RQMTS I DESIGN MFG
RF B_klOWIOTH

_vw_: _e Itz w
y+l +II

FREQU_CY

RECEivER

ANTENNA _A.

/_*: i .:t.1 _

INPUT POWER FAB PROCEES

klllm : 11_. I

m : w mVl

ANTENNA
OIAMETER _m_l_.,_

mm_: Lel_m

,1._* : O.l. 4 I_t luel io11+_._

ANTENNA

EFFICIENCY

ANTENNA

MATERIAL

o&s

LAUNCH TYPE

r*e_!
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RESULTS COMPARISON

1

8indUe ¢t1._ Ca**_ _*.3 Cll*4 how C*III ¢_== ¢e_l ¢ll. 4

i_ R=_Wl4 _

FEATURES

u'_.uml_'=mmn m cxxnixIIC lyllems Into lul_y•tlml

• Provldll process to Implement ¢oi_un'lftl Imglnllrlng

- Decompolitlon IIIIows milch dlm:lpllnl to cllvltop Io¢11
=eneltlvltlet_¢ummtly

- Ol_lml=es rlqu|renwlltl, clll|gln pIIrlmetlrll, Frllnuhlcturlng

pr0cee•u, end O&S procesm c_ncurrently

- I_kll_ I_lg_s Into _md_s

• _v_= T=ypr=,_e=*xp*n*_.. which,_,pm,*atto_,
pt_alJ_[ mlvllOpllltl_ m with IIIJ _ Irlltllrll_ Includlcl

7u_.ure'Tra_porta_'onAft_mali_e__

Future Transportation
Alternatives

• Bob van't Riet

• California Polytechnic State University
(Cal Poly)

• San Luis Obispo

• Methods Applicable to the Identification of Future
Transportation Alternatives

Future Transporta tion 't]£terna_'_

Three Methods

1

Evolution

2

Revolution

3

Systems
Approach
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Future ¢]'ransporlation A[ternative.s Future TratL_portatwn A[ternatizJes

Evolution Evolutionary Efficiency Trends

qo

uum_uo_=nuorT

pu=uc=mlryl

Fuel Efficiency Improvements

"='=_"="=__"/' ......

Advanced Transpod

,_ _ _ ! . .. n M m m mmm
r.,=_t=,= _

Engine

'_ - I #"" ,,.,..,. ,,.,j" ;'_.e"J

"'" .... ,,.;".L,., .",,_,,,...'.......

Aerodynamics

Future Tran._portation Alternatives

Aircraft Fuel Efficiency Trend

• i _ 7.w.x* T,n_,n= -

_1 -c'_ '_ ,.t m t I i I I I
I

_Tuture C]'ran._portation A[ternaffves

Revolution

UK _). _ DAC _ _,d_

Purdue

i i_

Future Transportation Al_emati:cs

An Example of a Systems
Approach

future 'Tran._porta_on _ [temat_ves

Cal Poly California Air Transportation
Study

• 1997-1990

• NASNUSRA Funded

• Multidisciplinary Approach

• Three Transportation Levels

• Intra-City

• High-Demand City Pairs

• Continental and Intercontinental
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Future Transporlation:_terna_'ves Future Trat_porta#on A(ternati_.s

Consider

• Please Consider the Multidisciplinary Approach

Not the Final Technical Solution

Corridor Concept

• 21 Million Individuals

• Four Major Metropolitan Areas

• Los Angeles basin

• San Francisco Bay Area

• Sacramento Area

• San Diego Area

Future Transportation Alterna_'ves

Transportation Users

• Commuters

• Transient Travelers

• Miscellaneous Travelers

• Freight

Future Transportation Alternatives

System Requirements

.,.°_o_,o.

Automobile

Bus

Train

Aircralt

i s I Pollution

' ' I [
I Cost and Payback I

Future Transportation Alternatives

System Integration
• Flexibility

• Congestion
• Environment

• Resources

• Alternate Fuels

• Pollution

• Noise

• Technical Risk

• Social Impact

Future Transporta t_on Aherna tiv_s

The System 1995-2005
• Time Phased

• 1995

• Efficient Ground Transportation

• Quiet Short Takeoff and Landing Aircraft
• 2005

• Giant Semi Buoyant Helipsoids Aircraft
• High Speed Automated Electric Rail

Coaches
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Future Transportation 51hema tives Future Transportation ._herna tiv'es

The System 2010-2020

• 2010

• Two New Airports Removed from Congested
Areas

• Magnetically Levitated Trains

• 2020

• Personal Air Service Under Fully Automated
Aircraft Control

1995

The Hardware
2005 2020

Future Transportation Alternatives

The Commuter Trip

J "e

Future Transportation Plhematives

The Routing

,)

Future 'TranspartationAlternatives

California Air Transportation Study
Results

• Multidisciplinary Systems Approach

• Board Based Requirements

• Board Based Solution

I Needs Updating and Technical Refinement. IHowever, the Approach is Very Powerful. J

Future Transportation ..qflernative._

Conclusion

• Evolution, Revolution or a Systems Approach?

• Evolution - Airframers and NASA

• Revolution - NASA, Entrepreneurs and
Universities

• Systems Approach - Universities and NASA
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"Maglev"

• -300 MPH Mag. Levit. Trains
• VISION

- Elevated rails (guideways) on

interstate right of ways
Alternative to short-haul AIC for

< 0 (500ml)

• Program

- Combined DOT, DOE, Corps of

Engineers, NASA (BushnelI-Aero)
• Major issues

- En efficiency vis-a-vis AIC ("flying"
in dense ATM, high drag)

Magnetic Levitation

 chnologyfor
Advanced _ansit Systems

_

, , t , I

b

SP-792

I
t

; '

;,
I;
r _

I

T

1
L

P

Future "[rsnlpor ration "r Ichl_ology

Confere/Ice arid Eiposltlon

Vlr_couvet, BC. CanaOa

August 7-10, lg89

r vancklQ Mob#fly
_M_ Land Sea/tit n.d Space®

Maglev "Players"

• Foster-Miller

• Boeing
• Grumman

• Bechtel/Draper Labs

• Magneplane/MIT Lincoln Labs

- All have many Industrial "partners"

20O

Fig 322 to nalllme Deelgn T.,,g.,,I T,_h



Foster-Miller Maglev I r_ 111"_js1:-'' 'illi=:iIii

OVERALL VEHICLE CONFIGURATION

24.7 m
i 6m

3.34m
! T.15m j

'3.12 m

VIEW A - A
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Maglev Aero Issues

• @ speed, aero dmg/en, mq. >> mag.
drag/losses

• 3-D Nolse/Base form drag red.
• Friction drag red. (external,

guldeway/channel)

• Drag-due-to-llft (C L - -.25)

• =Protuberance drag" red. (mag. bogles,
wlndows, gaps, leakage, roughness)

• Sldewlnds/yaw, passlng ("transonic")
• Tunnel drag red. (10x to 100x external

drag)
"State-of-the-art"

- CDp ~ .15 ] French/Jap. HI SpeedC F ~.004 trains, German maglev

Sample Keys To Maglev Aero

• Determin. of phys. for 3-D "moving rail"lthin
gap flov_

• Flow "under & out of" skirt

- rail interactions, 3-D bogy drag
- effects on forebodylbase press, drag

• Stability/control

• Red. of draglen, req.

Some Possibilities

• Aero lift to reduce mag lift req.
• Body vorticity segmentationlcontrol for red.

of loads/control

• Elec. fan/Goldschmeid afterbody propul.
adjunct
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